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Name Him To Claim Him-Part 11 

My personal study on 

why I have come to trust 

the importance of calling 

on The Creator’s Name 

and His Son’s Name 

using as close to the 

original pronunciation as 

possible. 



 

Proverbs 30:4 

Who hath ascended up into 

heaven, or descended? 

who hath gathered the 

wind in his fists? who hath 

bound the waters in a 

garment? who hath 

established all the ends of 

the earth? what is his 

name, and what is his son’s 

name, if thou canst tell? 



 

The 

Manuscripts 
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Items of Discussion 

 

Part 1  The Only Opinion That Matters Is Yahuah’s  

Part 2  YHWH-The Name The Cover UP 

Part 3         The Tetragrammaton-Wicked or Set Apart-Which Came First? 

Part 4 The Hebrew Roots/Scared Name/Messianic Movement 

Part 5  The  Kabala/Freemansons And The KJV 

Part 6   The Initial Breaking of The 3rd Instruction 

Part 7  The Tanakh Scriptures On The Importance of Yahuah’s Name 

Part 8  Historical Names In The Tanakh/Eye Witness Accounts 

Part 9   Archeological Evidence For The Names In The Tanakh 

Part 10  De-Greecing The Names And Hebrew Thought 

Part 11  The Manuscripts 

Part 12 Jew/Gentile.. Who Are The Scriptures Talking To? 

Part 13  Is The Way To Salvation Through A Specific Name? 

Part 14       Having A Truth Seeking Spirit No Matter Where The Truth Leads 

Part 15  Resources   
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Part 12  

The Manuscripts-Scripture Translations 

I wanted to show in this part the vast array of Manuscripts as well as translations 

of the Scriptures we have. I was unaware that we didn’t have a complete Tanakh 

and Eye Witness Accounts from the authors. We don’t think about where we 

really get our Scriptures from and the 1,000’s of hands they may have passed 

through to get our current translations. Questions like which manuscripts were 

oldest or most complete or accurate just brought more questions. So I’m just 

going to scrape the top of the surface with this. At some later date I may provide 

a more detailed coverage of the manuscripts or in some cases just fragments of 

what comprises our Scriptures. But I can tell you not all English bibles are 

translated from the same sources. 

To just rely on a single English translation can cause some misconceptions of 

Scripture meaning and at worst completely miss the beautiful pictures of what 

the Hebrew originally said, but just because a Scripture is in Hebrew does not 

make it without issues.  This may sound confusing and hopeless, but I hope you will 

look at this as a personal treasure hunt and let the Ruach ha Qodesh help to sort 

it out.  The good news is most of Scripture does agree within itself although there 

can be up to 30,000 variations of spelling, words, additions and subtractions. So 

when you find the gems, it really opens things up.  hwhy has left these for the 

seekers of truth to find. If this were not so, then why tell us to keep searching 

and then promise us we would find things. The only way to know hwhy is to search 

the Scriptures. So it makes perfect sense that He has not made it too easy for 

us, so that it’s reserved for those who truly do as He says. Toward the end of this 

part, I will provide some amazing translational issues in the Greek that the 

Aramaic puts right. There is some evidence that points to the Eyewitness 

Accounts in Aramaic was written before that Greek and the Greek was translated 

from it.  A good source of information on this subject is Andrew Gabriel Roth and 

again I do not agree with all that he says, but what he does prove out in Scripture 

has enriched my personal view of a lot of passages. 
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Some Competing Ideas Of The Timeline of Bible Translation History 

 Creation - B.C. 2000 - Originally, the earliest Scriptures are handed down from generation 
to generation orally. 

 Circa B.C. 2000-1500 - The book of Job, perhaps the oldest book of the Bible, is 

written. 
 Circa B.C. 1500-1400 - The stone tablets of the Ten Commandments are given to 

Moses at Mount Sinai and later stored in the Ark of the Covenant. 

1,400 BC: The first written Word of God: The Ten Instructions delivered to Moshe. 

1,000 BC- 500 BC Peshitta Tanakh 

The Pshitta Tanakh is the ancient Scriptures translated into Lishana Aramaya (Aramaic 
language) from the original Hebrew text which pre-dated the Greek Septuagint text 

(LXX). The Aramaic Tanakh uses many Hebraic terms, many times transliterating the 
words and phrases rather than translating them. Often times the Aramaic Peshitta and 

the LXX agree against the Masoretic text. The Masoretic text is not the original Hebrew 
that was used by the translators of the Aramaic Pshitta. In other words, the text used 
by those who translated the Aramaic Pshitta is much older than the Masoretic text. 

The Aramaic Pshitta Tanakh was completed during the Apostolic Age (first century), 
while the standardized Masoretic text was completed between the seventh and tenth 

centuries C.E. These Scriptures are still used by Hebrew-Aramaic speaking peoples for 
study of the Scriptures and use in liturgy in the East. 

Circa B.C. 1400–400 - The manuscripts comprising the original Hebrew Bible (39 Old 

Testament books) are completed. The Book of the Law is kept in the tabernacle and 
later in the Temple beside the Ark of the Covenant 

500 BC: Completion of All Original Hebrew Manuscripts which make up The 39 

Books of the Tanakh. 

 Circa B.C. 300 - All of the original Old Testament Hebrew books have been written, 

collected, and recognized as official, canonical books.  

 

200 BC: Completion of the Septuagint Greek Manuscripts which contain The 39 Tanakh 

Books AND 14 Apocrypha Books. 

 Circa B.C. 250–200 - The Septuagint, a popular Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible (39 

Old Testament books), is produced. The 14 books of the Apocrypha are also included. 

50-70AD The Peshitta (Aramaic)New Testiment -The twenty-two books of the “New 

Testament” were originally written in Aramaic using K'tav Ashuri (square Hebrew script). 

 Circa A.D. 45–100 - Original 27 books of the Greek New Testament are written. 

http://christianity.about.com/od/oldtestamentbooks/a/JZ-Book-Of-Job.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestorysummaries/p/tencommandstory.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/oldtestamentpeople/a/Moses-Giver-Of-The-Law.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/glossary/qt/JZ-Ark-Of-The-Covenant.htm
http://www.pshitta.org/english/
http://christianity.about.com/od/oldtestamentbooks/Old_Testament_Books_of_the_Bible.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/oldtestamentbooks/Old_Testament_Books_of_the_Bible.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/glossary/qt/Apocrypha.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/newtestamentbooks/New_Testament_Books_of_the_Bible.htm
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1st Century AD: Completion of All Original Greek Manuscripts which make up The 27 

Books of the “New Testament” 

 Circa A.D. 140-150 - Marcion of Sinope's heretical "New Testament" prompted 
Orthodox Christians to establish a New Testament canon. 

 Circa A.D. 200 - The Jewish Mishnah, the Oral Torah, is first recorded. 
 Circa A.D. 240 - Origen compiles the Hexapla, a six-columned parallel of Greek and 

Hebrew texts. 

 Circa A.D. 305-310 - Lucian of Antioch's Greek New Testament text becomes the 
basis for the Textus Receptus. 

 Circa A.D. 312 - Codex Vaticanus is possibly among the original 50 copies of the 
Bible ordered by Emperor Constantine. It is eventually kept in the Vatican Library in 

Rome. 

315 AD: Athenasius, the Bishop of Alexandria, identifies the 27 books of the “New 

Testament” which are today recognized as the canon of scripture. 

 A.D. 367 - Athanasius of Alexandria identifies the complete New Testament canon (27 

books) for the first time. 
 A.D. 382-384 - Saint Jerome translates the New Testament from original Greek into 

Latin. This translation becomes part of the Latin Vulgate manuscript. 

382 AD: Jerome's Latin Vulgate Manuscripts Produced which contain All 80 Books (39 

Tanakh. + 14 Apocrypha + 27 “New Test”). 

 A.D. 397 - Third Synod of Carthage approves the New Testament canon (27 books). 
 A.D. 390-405 - Saint Jerome translates the Hebrew Bible into Latin and completes the Latin 

Vulgate manuscript. It includes the 39 Old Testament books, 27 New Testament books, and 
14 Apocrypha books. 

 A.D. 500 - By now the Scriptures have been translated into multiple languages, not limited to 
but including an Egyptian version (Codex Alexandrinus), a Coptic version, an Ethiopic 

translation, a Gothic version (Codex Argentus), and an Armenian version. Some consider the 
Armenian to be the most beautiful and accurate of all ancient translations. 

500 AD: Scriptures have been Translated into Over 500 Languages. 

 A.D. 500 - By now the Scriptures have been translated into multiple languages, not limited to 

but including an Egyptian version (Codex Alexandrinus), a Coptic version, an Ethiopic 
translation, a Gothic version (Codex Argentus), and an Armenian version. Some consider the 
Armenian to be the most beautiful and accurate of all ancient translations. 

600 AD: LATIN was the Only Language Allowed for Scripture. 

 A.D. 600 - The Roman Catholic Church declares Latin as the only language for Scripture. 

http://christianity.about.com/od/easternorthodoxy/p/orthodoxprofile.htm
http://judaism.about.com/od/abcsofjudaism/g/mishnah.htm
http://ancienthistory.about.com/od/origen/g/Origen.htm
http://ancienthistory.about.com/cs/people/p/constantine.htm
http://ancienthistory.about.com/cs/earlychurch/p/stathanasius.htm
http://ancienthistory.about.com/od/earlychurch/g/Jerome.htm
http://ancienthistory.about.com/od/textualcriticism/g/121510-The-Vulgate.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/Coptic-Orthodoxy/a/JZ-Coptic-Christianity-History.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/Coptic-Orthodoxy/a/JZ-Coptic-Christianity-History.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/denominations/p/catholicprofile.htm
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 A.D. 680 - Caedmon, English poet and monk, renders Bible books and stories into Anglo 
Saxon poetry and song. 

 A.D. 735 - Bede, English historian and monk, translates the Gospels into Anglo Saxon. 
 A.D. 775 - The Book of Kells, a richly decorated manuscript containing the Gospels and other 

writings, is completed by Celtic monks in Ireland. 
 Circa A.D. 865 - Saints Cyril and Methodius begin translating the Bible into Old Church 

Slavonic. 

 A.D. 950 - The Lindisfarne Gospels manuscript is translated into Old English. 
 Circa A.D. 995-1010 - Aelfric, an English abbot, translates parts of Scripture into Old 

English. 

995 AD: Anglo-Saxon (Early Roots of English Language) Translations of  “The New 

Testament” Produced. 

 A.D. 1205 - Stephen Langton, theology professor and later Archbishop of Canterbury, creates 
the first chapter divisions in the books of the Bible. 

 A.D. 1229 - Council of Toulouse strictly forbids and prohibits lay people from owning a Bible. 
 A.D. 1240 - French Cardinal Hugh of Saint Cher publishes the first Latin Bible with the 

chapter divisions that still exist today. 
 A.D. 1325 - English hermit and poet, Richard Rolle de Hampole, and English poet William 

Shoreham, translate the Psalms into metrical verse. 

 Circa A.D. 1330 - Rabbi Solomon ben Ismael first places chapter divisions in the margins of 
the Hebrew Bible. 

 A.D. 1381-1382 - John Wycliffe and associates, in defiance of the organized Church, 
believing that people should be permitted to read the Bible in their own language, begin to 
translate and produce the first handwritten manuscripts of the entire Bible in English. These 

include the 39 Old Testament books, 27 New Testament books, and 14 Apocrypha books. 

1384 AD: Wycliffe is the First Person to Produce a (Hand-Written) manuscript Copy of 

the Complete Bible; All 80 Books. 

 A.D. 1388 - John Purvey revises Wycliffe's Bible. 

 A.D. 1415 - 31 years after Wycliffe's death, the Council of Constance charges him with more 
than 260 counts of heresy. 

 A.D. 1428 - 44 years after Wycliffe's death, church officials dig up his bones, burn them, and 

scatter the ashes on Swift River. 
 A.D. 1455 - After the invention of the printing press in Germany, Johannes Gutenberg 

produces the first printed Bible, the Gutenberg Bible, in the Latin Vulgate. 

1455 AD: Gutenberg Invents the Printing Press; Books May Now be mass-Produced 

Instead of Individually Hand-Written. The First Book Ever Printed is Gutenberg's Bible in 
Latin. 

 A.D. 1516 - Desiderius Erasmus produces a Greek New Testament, forerunner to the Textus 
Receptus. 

1516 AD: Erasmus Produces a Greek/Latin Parallel “New Testament”. 

http://christianity.about.com/od/Monasticism/a/JZ-Monasticism.htm
http://historymedren.about.com/od/aterms/g/anglosaxons.htm
http://historymedren.about.com/od/aterms/g/anglosaxons.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/booksofthebible/qt/The-Gospels.htm
http://historymedren.about.com/od/bookofkell1/p/book_of_kells.htm
http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/ttp/lindisfarne/accessible/introduction.html
http://christianity.about.com/od/oldtestamentbooks/a/JZ-Book-Of-Psalms.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/Christians-In-History/a/John-Wycliffe.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/glossary/a/Heresy-Definition.htm
http://inventors.about.com/od/gstartinventors/a/Gutenberg.htm
http://desktoppub.about.com/od/history/a/The-Gutenberg-Bible.htm
http://www.netplaces.com/philosophy-book/humanism/desiderius-erasmus.htm
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 A.D. 1517 - Daniel Bomberg's Rabbinic Bible contains the first printed Hebrew version 
(Masoretic text) with chapter divisions. 

1522 AD: Martin Luther's German “New Testament”. 

 A.D. 1522 - Martin Luther translates and publishes the New Testament for the first time into 
German from the 1516 Erasmus version. 

 A.D. 1524 - Bomberg prints a second edition Masoretic text prepared by Jacob ben Chayim. 

 A.D. 1525 - William Tyndale produces the first translation of the New Testament from Greek 
into English. 

1526 AD: William Tyndale's New Testament; “The First New Testament” printed in the 

English Language. 

 A.D. 1527 - Erasmus publishes a fourth edition Greek-Latin translation. 
 A.D. 1530 - Jacques Lefèvre d'Étaples completes the first French language translation of the 

entire Bible. 

 A.D. 1535 - Myles Coverdale's Bible completes Tyndale's work, producing the first complete 
printed Bible in the English language. It includes the 39 Old Testament books, 27 New 

Testament books, and 14 Apocrypha books. 

1535 AD: Myles Coverdale's Bible; The First Complete Bible printed in the English Language 

(80 Books: Tanakh & N.T. & Apocrypha). 

 A.D. 1536 - Martin Luther translates the Old Testament into the commonly-spoken dialect of 
the German people, completing his translation of the entire Bible in German. 

1537 AD: Tyndale-Matthews Bible; The Second Complete Bible printed in English. Done by 

John "Thomas Matthew" Rogers (80 Books). 

 A.D. 1537 - The Matthew Bible (commonly known as the Matthew-Tyndale Bible), a second 
complete printed English translation, is published, combining the works of Tyndale, Coverdale 

and John Rogers. 
 A.D. 1539 - The Great Bible, the first English Bible authorized for public use, is printed. 

1539 AD: The "Great Bible" Printed; The First English Language Bible Authorized for Public 

Use (80 Books). 

1560 AD: The Geneva Bible Printed; The First English Language Bible to add Numbered 

Verses to Each Chapter (80 Books). 

 A.D. 1560 - The Geneva Bible is printed in Geneva, Switzerland. It is translated by English 
refugees and published by John Calvin's brother-in-law, William Whittingham. The Geneva 
Bible is the first English Bible to add numbered verses to the chapters. It becomes the Bible of 

the Protestant Reformation, more popular than the 1611 King James Version for decades after 
its original release. 

 A.D. 1568 - The Bishop's Bible, a revision of the Great Bible, is introduced in England to 
compete with the popular but "inflammatory toward the institutional Church" Geneva Bible. 

http://christianity.about.com/od/lutherandenomination/a/martinlutherbio.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/Christians-In-History/a/William-Tyndale.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/presbyteriandenomination/a/John-Calvin.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/glossary/qt/Protestantism.htm
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1568 AD: The Bishops Bible Printed; The Bible of which the King James was a Revision (80 

Books). 

 A.D. 1582 - Dropping its 1,000-year-old Latin only policy, the Church of Rome produces the 

first English Catholic Bible, the Rheims New Testament, from the Latin Vulgate. 
 A.D. 1592 - The Clementine Vulgate (authorized by Pope Clementine VIII), a revised version 

of the Latin Vulgate, becomes the authoritative Bible of the Catholic Church. 
 A.D. 1609 - The Douay Old Testament is translated into English by the Church of Rome, to 

complete the combined Douay-Rheims Version. 

1609 AD: The Douay Tanakh is added to the Rheims New Testament (of 1582) Making the 

First Complete English Catholic Bible; Translated from the Latin Vulgate (80 Books). 

 A.D. 1609 - The Douay Old Testament is translated into English by the Church of Rome, to 
complete the combined Douay-Rheims Version. 

 A.D. 1611 - The King James Version, also called the "Authorized Version" of the Bible is 
published. It is said to be the most printed book in the history of the world, with more than 
one billion copies in print. 

1611 AD: The King James Bible Printed; Originally with All 80 Books. The Apocrypha was 

Officially Removed in 1885 Leaving Only 66 Books. 

 A.D. 1663 - John Eliot's Algonquin Bible is the first Bible printed in America, not in English, 
but in the native Algonquin Indian language. 

 A.D. 1782 - Robert Aitken's Bible is the first English language (KJV) Bible printed in America. 

1782 AD: Robert Aitken's Bible; The First English Language Bible (KJV) Printed in America. 

 A.D. 1790 - Matthew Carey publishes a Roman Catholic Douay-Rheims Version English Bible 
in America. 

 A.D. 1790 - William Young prints the first pocket sized "school edition" King James Version 
Bible in America. 

 A.D. 1791 - The Isaac Collins Bible, the first family Bible (KJV), is printed in America. 

 A.D. 1791 - Isaiah Thomas prints the first illustrated Bible (KJV) in America. 

1791 AD: Isaac Collins and Isaiah Thomas Respectively Produce the First Family Bible and 

First Illustrated Bible Printed in America. Both were King James Versions, with All 80 Books. 

 A.D. 1791 - The Isaac Collins Bible, the first family Bible (KJV), is printed in America. 

 A.D. 1791 - Isaiah Thomas prints the first illustrated Bible (KJV) in America. 
 A.D. 1808 - Jane Aitken (daughter of Robert Aitken), is the first woman to print a Bible. 

1808 AD: Jane Aitken's Bible (Daughter of Robert Aitken); The First Bible to be Printed by 

a Woman. 

 A.D. 1833 - Noah Webster, after publishing his famous dictionary, releases his own revised 

edition of the King James Bible. 

 

http://christianity.about.com/od/faqhelpdesk/p/kingjamesvers.htm
http://grammar.about.com/od/words/a/noahwebsterfact.htm
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1833 AD: Noah Webster's Bible; After Producing his Famous Dictionary, Webster Printed 

his Own Revision of the King James Bible. 

 A.D. 1841 - The English Hexapla New Testament, a comparison of the original Greek 

language and six important English translations, is produced. 

1841 AD: English Hexapla “New Testament”; an Early Textual Comparison showing the 

Greek and 6 Famous English Translations in Parallel Columns. 

 A.D. 1844 - The Codex Sinaiticus, a hand written Koine Greek manuscript of both Old and 

New Testament texts dating back to the fourth century, is rediscovered by German Bible 
scholar Konstantin Von Tischendorf in the Monastery of Saint Catherine on Mount Sinai.  

1846 AD: The Illuminated Bible; The Most Lavishly Illustrated Bible printed in America. A 

King James Version, with All 80 Books. 

 A.D. 1881-1885 - The King James Bible is revised and published as the Revised Version (RV) 

in England. 

1885 AD: The "English Revised Version" Bible; The First Major English Revision of the 

KJV. 

1901 AD: The "American Standard Version"; The First Major American Revision of the KJV. 

 A.D. 1901 - The American Standard Version, the first major American revision of the King 

James Version, is published. 
 A.D. 1946-1952 - The Revised Standard Version is published. 
 A.D. 1947-1956 - The Dead Sea Scrolls are discovered. 

 A.D. 1971 - The New American Standard Bible (NASB) is published. 

1971 AD: The "New American Standard Bible" (NASB) is Published as a "Modern and 

Accurate Word for Word English Translation" of the Bible. 

 A.D. 1973 - The New International Version (NIV) is published. 

1973 AD: The "New International Version" (NIV) is Published as a "Modern and Accurate 

Phrase for Phrase English Translation" of the Bible. 

1982 AD: The "New King James Version" (NKJV) is Published as a "Modern English 

Version Maintaining the Original Style of the King James." 

 A.D. 1982 - The New King James Version (NKJV) is published. 

 A.D. 1986 - The discovery of the Silver Scrolls, believed to be the oldest Bible text 
ever, is announced. They were found three years earlier in the Old City of Jerusalem 

by Gabriel Barkay of Tel Aviv University. 
 A.D. 1996 - The New Living Translation (NLT) is published. 

 A.D. 2001 - The English Standard Version (ESV) is published. 

http://codexsinaiticus.org/en/codex/
http://archaeology.about.com/od/deadseascrolls/qt/dead_sea_scroll.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/faqhelpdesk/p/newamericanstan.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/faqhelpdesk/p/newinternationa.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/faqhelpdesk/p/newkingjamesver.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/faqhelpdesk/p/newlivingtransl.htm
http://christianity.about.com/od/faqhelpdesk/p/English-Standard-Version.htm
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 2002 AD: The English Standard Version (ESV) is Published as a translation to bridge the 

gap between the accuracy of the NASB and the readability of the NIV. 

This English Bible History Article & Timeline is ©2002 by author & editor: John L. Jeffcoat III. 
Special thanks is also given to Dr. Craig H. Lampe for his valuable contributions to the text. This page 
may be freely reproduced or quoted, in whole or in part, in print or electronically, under the one 
condition that prominent credit must be given to “WWW.GREATSITE.COM” as the source. 

This of course does not include all the other languages that the Scriptures have 

been translated into. 
 

I find it interesting to hear that calling on the Name of hwhy is somehow a new 

idea. It’s unfortunate, if it had not been for the prejudices of one being thought 

‘Jewish’ as we see below as early as 1095, there were those that wanted to know 

what the Scriptures really said in Hebrew, and paid a high price for it. Shatan has 

been working overtime but hwhy is still on the throne!  Here are a few interesting 

things about the languages and Scriptures you may not know. 

 

An event which occurred in 1290 tended to advance the study of Hebrew. Owing 

to a sudden expulsion of the Jews from England by Edward the I., their Hebrew 

Manuscripts, was necessarily exposed to sale. Many of these fell into the hands of 

Gregory of Huntington, who became well acquainted with Rabbinic literature, and 

bequeathed them together with his own writings to Ramsay Monastery. A roll in 

the British Museum, written perhaps as late as the reign of Rich II., is a catalog 

of the library of Ramsey Abbey. Among the works are:- Secunda pars biblliotecae 

ebraicae Glose sup. Bibliotecam hebraicam,.. loquendi intelligendi in lingua 

hebraica, Prima pars bibliotecae hebraciae cum aliis septem libris, secunda pars 

bibliotecae ebraicae, liber expos. Distinctionem hebraicarum, ps…hebraei.. besides 

others with nearly defaced titles.  This was about the year 1250.  Here they were 

diligently studied by the monks, among whom Robert Dodford and Lawrence 

Holbeck attained celebrity for their Hebrew learning. Indeed, the latter compiled 

a Hebrew Lexicon- the first probably ever produced by an Englishman. 
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Many other Jewish works came into the possession of Roger Bacon and the 

Franciscan friars of Oxford University, who duly prized them and left them to 

that institution. 

But these advances in the study of Hebrew were not made without difficulty and 

even danger. The hatred exhibited itself in the decrees of various councils, as 

those of Vienna, Mascon, Narbonne, Epasne, Beriers, Arragon and Todedo which 

forbade Christians to eat with Jews, or even to employ them as physicians;- in the 

cruel persecutions to which they were exposed;- in the wanton destruction of 

their Manuscripts.;- and in a determined opposition to the study of their language. 

In the statutes of the Cistercjans, A.D. 1095, mention is made of a certain monk 

directed to be examined and punished by the Abbott of Clair Vaux for having 

learned Hebrew from a Jew.  This hatred which led to the expulsion of the Jews, 

manifested itself in the utmost dislike and opposition to all who attempted to 

make any acquaintance with their literature. The knowledge of Greek and Hebrew 

which Roger Bacon possessed was regarded as the medium of his intercourse with 

satanic agents. Cheke, the Greek lecturer at Cambridge, in a letter to the Bishop 

of Winton, plainly declares that “many reprove the study of Hebrew” and that “it 

is as much as one’s credit and reputation are worth to attempt the knowledge of 

it”.  Even the enlightened Erasmus did not hesitate to say- “I fear that the study 

of Hebrew will promote Judaism”.  Erasmus was upwards of fifty years old when 

he made this statement.  These evidences of prejudices against the study of 

Hebrew are chiefly valuable as showing existence of Hebrew scholarship at that 

time. 

Before long the sanction of the church which had been desired by Roger Bacon, 

was granted. In 1311 Clement published a decree ordering that professors of 

Greek, Hebrew, Arabic and Chaldee should be established in the universities of 

Paris, Oxford, Bologna and Salamanea. This decree, if not immediately carried out, 

would yet in an age of implicit obedience to ecclesiastical authority, tend in some 

degree to remove objections to the pursuit of these studies. 
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But the study of the original languages of the Bible probably received its greatest 

impulse from the Reformation, which did much to cause the prejudices which had 

been noticed to disappear, and to deepen the desire of the people to have the 

word of God in their own tongue. 

Henry VIII, who had been informed that one of the university preachers at 

Oxford had expressed himself with great violence against the study of the 

Scriptures in the original, issued an order commanding that the “said study of the 

Greek and Hebrew Scriptures should not be permitted, but made an indispensable 

branch of the course of academic instruction.” 

This royal command led to the founding in 1530 of a Hebrew professorship in 

Oxford, - the first Hebrew professorship instituted in England. Robert 

Wakefield, who had taught Hebrew in Louvain and Tabingen, and was now giving 

instruction in the same language to the members of the University of Cambridge, 

was summoned from the latter place to fill this important station. In the request 

of the University of Oxford urging Wakefield’s appointment, they say of him, “He 

gives place to none for his knowledge in the Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic tongues.”   

John de Bristol, a converted Jew, taught Hebrew in Oxford, or  “magnoscholarium 

plausu plures anno seam obibat”.  In 1345 Richard Augerville, Bishop of Druharm, 

wrote his Philobiblion, in which he expresses his regret at the general ignorance 

of Hebrew and Greek which prevailed, and adds that he had provided for the use 

of students both Greek and Hebrew grammars. Nine years later, William Breton, 

of St. Edmundsburg wrote a treatise on the Hebrew names in the Old Testament. 

At the commencement of the fifteenth century, Adam Eason translated the Old 

Testament from Hebrew into Latin, except the Psalter, and wrote several works 

on Hebrew literature. Still later traces of this study are seen at Oxford. In 1491, 

Tonstal an excellent Hebrew scholar was a student at Oxford. There, too, it is 

probable R. Sherwode, Prof. of Hebrew at Louvain in 1519 acquired his knowledge 

of that language. John Helyar certainly did, who was a fellow prob. A.D. 1522.” 

F.C. Burkett 

 

How The Name Jehovah Got Into The Scriptures By Mistake in 1518: 

A sixteenth century German scribe, Peter Gallatin, confessor to Pope Leo X, while 

transliterating the Bible into Latin for him in 1518, wrote the Name out as it appeared in his 
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texts, with the consonants of YHWH and the vowels of Adonai, and came up with the word 

JeHoVaH. This invalid name has been widely circulated in Christian churches, to the point it is 

widely regarded by most to be the name of God...as used in Webster's New World Dictionary: 

College Edition states (on pages 766-767 and p. 1657) 

In the Septuagint (written in Greek) which was used in the early Assembly, the Name of 

Yahweh was written in Hebrew into the text in gold Hebrew letters. Being ignorant of Hebrew, 

the readers of the text transliterated it incorrectly into Latin. 

Dr. J.B. Rotherham states in the preface of his Bible concerning the name 'Jehovah' 

“Erroneously written and pronounced Jehovah, which is merely a combination of the sacred 

Tetragrammaton and the vowels in the Hebrew word for Lord, substituted by the Jews for 

JHVH, because they shrank from pronouncing the Name, owing to an old misconception of the 

two passages, Exodus 20:7 and Leviticus 24:16 ..... To give the name JHVH the vowels of the 

word Lord [ Heb Adonai] is about as hybrid a combination as it would be to spell the name 

Germany with the vowels of the name Portugal – viz., Gormuna. The monstrous combination 

Jehovah is not older than about 1520 A.D.” 

The Encyclopedia Britannica (Micropedia, vol.10) says, “Yahweh – the personal name of the 

[El] of the Israelites ... the Masorites, Jewish biblical scholars of the Middle Ages, replaced the 

vowels signs that had appeared above or beneath the consonants of YHWH with the vowel 

signs of Adonai or of Elohim. Thus the artificial name of Jehovah (YeHoWaH) came into 

being. Although Christian scholars after the Renaissance and Reformation periods used the term 

Jehovah for YHWH, in the 19th and 20th centuries biblical scholars again began to use the form 

Yahweh, thus this pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton was never really lost. Greek 

transcriptions also indicate that YHWH should be pronounced Yahweh” 

Even the Jehovah's Witnesses which have promoted this form acknowledge that it is not correct 

in their book “Let Your Name Be Sanctified” p.16,18; and in their own translation of the 

scriptures they write “While inclining to view the pronunciation 'Yahweh' as the more correct 

way, we have retained the form 'Jehovah' because of peoples familiarity with it since the 14th 

century. Moreover it preserves equally with other forms, the four letters of the Tetragrammaton 

JHVH”. 

James Moffatt uses the substitute “Eternal” in his Bible, but he also says in his preface, “Strictly 

speaking, this ought to be rendered 'Yahweh', which is familiar to modern readers in the 

erroneous form of 'Jehovah'. Were this a version intended for the students of the original, there 

would be no hesitation whatever in printing 'Yahweh'.” 

The King James, Today's English Bible and the NIV replace the Name Yahweh with the form 

"LORD". 

"The pronunciation Yahweh is indicated by transliteration of the name into Greek in early 

Christian literature, in the Greek form of IAOUE (Clement of Alexandria) or IABE (Theodoret 

- 'b' in Greek is pronounced 'v')..... Strictly speaking, Yahweh is the only 'name' of God. In 
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Genesis wherever the word shem ('name') is associated with the divine Being, that name is 

Yahweh" Eerdmans Bible Dictionary 1979 page 478. 

Encyclopedia Britannica 15th edition Volume 10 p. 786 also says "Greek transcriptions also 

indicated that YHWH should be pronounced Yahweh." As do most basic encyclopedias. 

 

1871   This is a great book you can get for free off the Archive.org website. 
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This is from my family bible from 1891. Notice whoever drew this picture of 

Moshe knew who hwhy was! And in Hebrew.  Not Jehovah! 
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Introduction into English via Greek 

Wikipedia 

 

 
 The picture above :The "peculiar, special, honorable and most blessed name of God" Iehoua, 

an older English form of Jehovah (Roger Hutchinson, The image of God, 1550) 

The Brown-Driver-Briggs Lexicon suggested that the pronunciation Jehovah was unknown 

until 1520 when it was introduced by Galatinus, who defended its use. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galatinus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hutchinson,_Roger_1550_JEHOVAH.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hutchinson,_Roger_1550_JEHOVAH.png
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In English it appeared in William Tyndale's translation of the Pentateuch ("The Five Books of 

Moses"), published in 1530 in Germany, where Tyndale had studied since 1524, possibly in one 

or more of the universities at Wittenberg, Worms and Marburg, where Hebrew was taught. The spelling 

used by Tyndale was "Iehouah"; at that time, "I" was not distinguished from J, and U 

was not distinguished from V. The original 1611 printing of the Authorized King James 

Version used "Iehovah". Tyndale wrote about the divine name: "IEHOUAH [Jehovah], is God's 

name; neither is any creature so called; and it is as much to say as, One that is of himself, and 

dependeth of nothing. Moreover, as oft as thou seest LORD in great letters (except there be any 

error in the printing), it is in Hebrew Iehouah, Thou that art; or, He that is." The name is also 

found in a 1651 edition Ramón Martí's Pugio fidei. 

The name Jehovah appeared in all early Protestant Bibles in English, except Coverdale's 

translation in 1535. The Roman Catholic Douay-Rheims Bible used "the Lord", corresponding 

to the Latin Vulgate's use of "Dominus" (Latin for "Adonai", "Lord") to represent the 

Tetragrammaton. the Authorized King James Version also, which used "JEHOVAH" in a few 

places, most frequently gave "the LORD" as the equivalent of the Tetragammaton. The name 

Jehovah appeared in John Rogers' Matthew Bible in 1537, the Great Bible of 1539, the Geneva 

Bible of 1560, Bishop's Bible of 1568 and the King James Version of 1611. More recently, it 

has been used in the Revised Version of 1885, the American Standard Version in 1901, and the 

New World Translation of the Holy Scriptures of the Jehovah's Witnesses in 1961. 

At Exodus 6:3-6, where the King James Version has Jehovah, the Revised Standard Version 

(1952), the New American Standard Bible (1971), the New International Version (1978), the 

New King James Version (1982), the New Revised Standard Version (1989), the New Century 

Version (1991), and the Contemporary English Version (1995) give "LORD" or "Lord" as their 

rendering of the Tetragrammaton, while the New Jerusalem Bible (1985), the Amplified Bible 

(1987), the New Living Translation (1996, revised 2007), the English Standard Version (2001), 

and the Holman Christian Standard Bible (2004) use the form Yahweh. 

Some Interesting history 

 

The Khazarian (Turkic) people that call themselves Jews actually speak Yiddish. In fact the 
word Yiddish means Jewish which comes from the word Yid which means Jew. So Yiddish is 
not to be confused with Hebrew. In fact the Khazarian a.k.a. Jewish/ Yiddish language 
originated in the Ashkenazi culture that developed around the 10th century.  
 
The language emerged right out of Rhineland Germany and then spread to Central and Eastern 
Europe and eventually to other countries. It developed by taking different dialects such as 
German, Slavic, Aramaic, Romance languages and of course Hebrew. In short it is a Germanic 
language with Hebrew influence. 
 
Around the 10th century during this period, the Masoretes of Tiberias established the Hebrew 
language orthography, or niqqud, a system of diacritical vowel points used in the Hebrew 
alphabet. They also use a system called Cantillation of the Hebrew Scriptures. Cantillation 
means to chant. This would allow them to change or modify paragraphs and verse divisions that 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Tyndale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentateuch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wittenberg_University
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worms,_Germany
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marburg_University
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Authorized_King_James_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Authorized_King_James_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ram%C3%B3n_Mart%C3%AD
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myles_Coverdale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douay-Rheims_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vulgate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Authorized_King_James_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthew_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geneva_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geneva_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bishop%27s_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_James_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revised_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Standard_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_World_Translation_of_the_Holy_Scriptures
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehovah%27s_Witnesses
http://bibref.hebtools.com/?book=%20Exodus&verse=6:3-6&src=!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revised_Standard_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_American_Standard_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_International_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_King_James_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Revised_Standard_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Century_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Century_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contemporary_English_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Jerusalem_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amplified_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Living_Translation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_Standard_Version
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holman_Christian_Standard_Bible
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masoretes
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could not be understood easily.  
 
Having to so-call modify the pronunciation, paragraph and verse divisions and Cantillation of 
the Hebrew Scriptures with a system of pronunciation and grammatical guides is a clear sign 
that the Jews were not true Israelites. They could not understand the Hebrew scriptures in it's 
original form. The true Israelites were never told to use a system called Cantillation or chant 
anything from the Hebrew Scriptures. The true Israelites never needed vowel points to speak 
are write the language of Hebrew. Only an outsider would need this to understand how to speak 
and pronouns the words properly.  
 

Yiddish is the primary spoken language of the Khazarian (Turkic) Ashkenazi Jews. It is 
written in a loose version of the Hebrew alphabet or just it's very own version all 
together. It appears the Jews did away with the Hebrew letters and formed their own 
letters but tried to keep the sounds intact. This would prove to be mission impossible to 
say the least. Notice the huge difference in the Modern Hebrew alphabet the Jews write and the 
ancient Paleo Hebrew alphabet below it. 

 

 

 
The Modern Hebrew is not Hebrew at all in it's writing nor sound. 

http://www.yahspeople.com/the-yiddish-lie.html 

Below is the common thought of most people, but you will soon see that it is 

impossible for it to be true, however most people will not check it out. They mix in 

a little truth to gain your confidence in their position and then introduce outright 

falsehoods. 

 

 

http://www.yahspeople.com/the-yiddish-lie.html
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Debunking the Myths of Sacred Namers 
Part I 
By Carl D. Franklin December 9, 1997 

 

Christian Biblical Church of God Web site at: 
http://www.cbcg.org/ 

 

The pronunciation of the divine name jhvh as Jehovah was used by European scholars 

as early as the 10th century A.D.  ** How is this possible when the J sound did not 

come to be until the 17th Century?** 

This fact confirms that the vowel points of jhvh were accepted as a legitimate part of 
the Hebrew text during this period of history. The pronunciation of jhvh as Jehovah 
predates Galatinus, Tyndale, Reuchlin and Buechelin (Fagius) to the time when the 
Levitical families began migrating to Spain from Palestine with their pointed Masoretic 
Texts. These texts had been consistently pointed since the 400’s A.D. There is no 
historical evidence to support the claim that the Masoretes had falsified the vowel 

points in the text. **The fact they covered over hwhy with the vowels point for 

adoni is proof they falsely vowel pointed hwhy!**   

When the Ben Asher text was finally sealed by 980 A.D. and the work of the Masoretes 
became the standard Hebrew text for all time, the divine name jhvh was pointed to be 
pronounced Jehovah. When Fagius, or Buechelin, supported the name Jehovah, he 
was following the vowel markings that he had learned from the Hebrew text of Ben 
Asher. When Tyndale translated jhvh to be pronounced as Jehovah, he was following 

the vowel markings that he had learned from the Hebrew text of Ben Asher.  There is 

no way the Masoretes pointed Jehovah in 980 A.D. since there was no letter 

J in the Greek, Hebrew or Latin!  It came about in English the 17th Century! 
 

I find the above just fascinating and completely in error and misleading as we look 

at: 

The History of The Letter J 

This letter has a fascinating history although it is not a very old letter.  I always 

thought that all letters have been around since the beginning of written word, but 

that is not the case.  Most letters ultimately morphed from Hebrew into what we 

see as our current English alphabet and some were introduced as a new character 

and sound thousands of years later. 

http://www/
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A quick search on the web will give us a wealth of information right at our 

fingertips. 

 

The letter J began as a swash or an embellishment of the letter “I” and actually 

became a spinoff of it later on. In other words it was used as the same letter- but 

not the same sound! Later when the lowercased letters came into being in Roman 

numerals it was commonly used as an indication of an end to a series of one’s as in 

“xiiij” for the number 13. 

 

It may be shocking to learn that the first clear distinction between the “I” and 

“J” in English did not occur until 16341 and was the last of the 26 letters to be 

added.  
Its emerging distinctive use dates back to Middle High German, originally being a 

typographical flourish or swash character on the Roman i. The Italian: Gian Giorgio 

Trissino (1478-1550) was the first to explicitly distinguish “I” and “J” as 

representing separate sounds in 1524 with his “Trissino’s epistle about the letters 

recently added in the Italian language.” 
 

Interesting as well is the dot over the letters I and j.  Where did they come from 

and what do they mean?  Is it a coincidence that both of these closely related 

letters are the only letters in English with this characteristic?  

 

From Dictionary.com http://hotword.dictionary.com/tittle/ in an 

article called “What is the name of the dot over “j” and “I,” and why do 

we use them?”  

While many languages, such as Arabic and Hebrew, add specific accents to the letters or characters 
throughout their alphabet – the English alphabet has only two letters that include a diacritic dot. This a 
mark added to a letter that is meant to signal a change in either the sound or meaning of a character. 
What is the additional name of this curious dot that hovers over the ninth and tenth lowercase letters 
of the English alphabet, and how did it get there? 

The small distinguishing mark you see over a lowercase /i/ and a lowercase /j/ is called a tittle – an 
interesting name that seems like a portmanteau (combination) of “tiny” and “little,” and refers to a 
small point or stroke in writing and printing. Generally, a diacritic dot such as a tittle is also referred to 
as a glyph. However, in regards to /i/ and /j/ – the removal of the mark is still likely to be read as /I/ or 
/J/; as such, these are not examples of a glyph. 

http://wiki.answers.com/Q/When_did_the_letter_J_enter_the_English_alphabet
http://hotword.dictionary.com/tittle/
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Arabic?__utma=1.1583666827.1324741648.1324741648.1324741648.1&__utmb=1.2.10.1324741648&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1324741648.1.1.utmcsr=yahoo|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=history%20of%20the%20letter%20J&__utmv=-&__utmk=257547915
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Hebrew?__utma=1.1583666827.1324741648.1324741648.1324741648.1&__utmb=1.2.10.1324741648&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1324741648.1.1.utmcsr=yahoo|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=history%20of%20the%20letter%20J&__utmv=-&__utmk=257547915
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/diacritic?__utma=1.1583666827.1324741648.1324741648.1324741648.1&__utmb=1.2.10.1324741648&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1324741648.1.1.utmcsr=yahoo|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=history%20of%20the%20letter%20J&__utmv=-&__utmk=257547915
http://dictionary.reference.com/etymology/dot?__utma=1.1583666827.1324741648.1324741648.1324741648.1&__utmb=1.2.10.1324741648&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1324741648.1.1.utmcsr=yahoo|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=history%20of%20the%20letter%20J&__utmv=-&__utmk=257547915
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/tittle?__utma=1.1583666827.1324741648.1324741648.1324741648.1&__utmb=1.2.10.1324741648&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1324741648.1.1.utmcsr=yahoo|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=history%20of%20the%20letter%20J&__utmv=-&__utmk=257547915
http://dictionary.reference.com/etymology/portmanteau?__utma=1.1583666827.1324741648.1324741648.1324741648.1&__utmb=1.2.10.1324741648&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1324741648.1.1.utmcsr=yahoo|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=history%20of%20the%20letter%20J&__utmv=-&__utmk=257547915
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/glyph?__utma=1.1583666827.1324741648.1324741648.1324741648.1&__utmb=1.2.10.1324741648&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1324741648.1.1.utmcsr=yahoo|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=history%20of%20the%20letter%20J&__utmv=-&__utmk=257547915
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Derived from the Latin word “titulus,” meaning “inscription, heading,” the tittle initially appeared in 
Latin manuscripts beginning in the 11th century as a way of individualizing the neighboring letters /i/ 
and /j/ in the thicket of handwriting. With the introduction of the Roman-style typeface in the late 
1400’s, the original large mark was reduced to the small dot we use today. 

More History 

 

Encyclopedia Americana contains the following on the J:  

The form of J was unknown in any alphabet until the 14th century. 

Either symbol (J,I) used initially generally had the consonantal sound of 

Y as in year. Gradually, the two symbols (J,l) were differentiated, the J 

usually acquiring consonantal force and thus becoming regarded as a 

consonant, and the I becoming a vowel. It was not until 1630 that the 

differentiation became general in England.  

The letter J developed from the letter I and was used to avoid 

confusion. Chambers’s Encyclopedia says that in medieval handwriting 

the small I was liable to be confused with one of the strokes of a 

preceding or following u. Therefore an oblique stroke and later a dot 

was often made over the i. Alternately, the I was prolonged below the 

line.  

The J and it’s I sound is still used in the German language. In the 

names of the months of January, June, and July, the German keeps the 

“ee” sound much like our Y. For example, July is pronounced “Yulee.” 

Note the substantiating comments of the Encyclopedia Americana 

regarding The Letter J:  

It is one of the few permanent additions to those alphabets, made in 

medieval or modern times. More exactly, it was not an addition, but a 

differentiation from an existing letter, I, which in Latin, besides being a 

vowel (as in index), had also the consonantal value of “Y” (as in maior, 

pronounced “mayor”). At a later stage, the symbol “J” was used for 

distinctive purposes, particularly when the “I” had to be written initially 

http://dictionary.reference.com/etymology/tittle?__utma=1.1583666827.1324741648.1324741648.1324741648.1&__utmb=1.2.10.1324741648&__utmc=1&__utmx=-&__utmz=1.1324741648.1.1.utmcsr=yahoo|utmccn=(organic)|utmcmd=organic|utmctr=history%20of%20the%20letter%20J&__utmv=-&__utmk=257547915
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(or in conjunction with another “I”). Either symbol used initially 

generally had the consonantal sound of “Y” (as in year) so that the 

Latin pronunciation of either Ianuarius or Januarius was as though the 

spelling was “Yanuarius.” While in some words of Hebrew and other 

origin (such as Hallelujah or Junker), “J” has the phonetic value of “Y.” 
 

Not until the middle of the 17th century did this usage become 

universal in English books; in the King James Bible of 1611 for example, 

the words Jesus and judge are invariably Iesus and iudge.  

This is corroborated by the authoritative Oxford English Dictionary 

concerning the letter J, “The J j types are not used in the Bible of 

1611....”  
 

From the 1911 Encyclopedia Britanica 1911 editon: regarding the Latin 
 

Consonants 

Passing now to the chief changes of the consonants we may notice the following points: 23. Consonant I 

(wrongly written j; there is no g-sound in the letter), conveniently written I by phoneticians, (i.) was lost between 

vowels, as in tres for *treies, &c. (§ 17.6); (ii.) in combination: -m- became –ni-, as in venio, from Ind.-Eur. 

“ I come,” Sans. Gam-, Eng. Come; -ni- probably (under certain conditions at least) became –nd-, as in tendo 

beside Gr. 

 

From The Oxford English Under the entry “J,” this dictionary 

explains how the J received its sound:  

Some time before the 6th century, this y-sound had, by compression in 

articulation, and consequent development of an initial ‘stop,’ become a 

consonantal diphthong, passing through a sound (dy), akin to that of 

our di, de, in odious, hideous, to that represented in our phonetic 

symbolization (dz). At the same time, the original guttural sound of G, 

when followed by a front vowel, had changed to that of palatal g (gy), 

and then, by an advance of the point of closure, had passed through 

that of (dy), to the same sound (dz); so the I consonant and the so-
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called g ‘soft’ came to have, in the Romanic languages, the same 

identical value.  

The Encyclopedia Britannica shows that the sound of the letter J 

was the same as the letter I:  

The original consonantal sound represented by the letter was the semi-

vowel or spirant “I” (the sound of y in yacht). This passed into dy and 

later into the sound dz which the letter represents today.  

Along with the changing pronunciation, there came the change in the 

alphabet to accommodate the alteration.  

Webster’s New International Dictionary explains:  

J is a comparatively late variant from the Latin I which was used 

indifferently as a vowel or consonant, its consonantal value being that 

of English Y in yet. The form J was developed from I during the Middle 

Ages, and it was long used in certain positions in the word merely 

without regard to the sound as a consonant or vowel. But the 

lengthened form was often initial, and the initial was usually 

consonantal, so the j gradually became differentiated from I in function 

as well as form. It was not, however, until the 17th century that the 

distinction of j as a consonant and I as a vowel was fully established 

and the capital J introduced. In English, the regular and practically 

uniform sound of j as in “jet” (dzh), the same as g in “gem,” dates from 

the 11th century, that being the sound represented by I when 

consonantal in words then introduced from old French.  
 

The early history of the letter “J” is the same as the history of the letter 

“1.” “1” is a descendant of the ancient Phoenician and Hebrew letter 

“yod” and the Greek letter “iota.” The Phoenicians gave the yod a 

semiconsonant sound pronounced like the “Y” in yellow. While the lower 

case “J” of modern type was derived directly from medieval 

manuscripts, the capital “J” is virtually a printer’s invention. 
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The sound “J” as we know it in English today was derived when the “Y” 

sound eventually passed into a “dy” sound and later into the “J” sound 

as in juggle.  

Eventually, all modern languages picked up the new sound from Latin. 

Under the topic “J,” Collier’s Encyclopedia shows how this happened:  

“Introduced as a sign for the consonantal sound of “I” in Latin words, 

the letter j was soon used in English, French, and Spanish to represent 

the sound that developed out of Latinic consonantic I in each of these 

three languages. This was a certain improvement, since these three 

sounds (y, z, dz) which all developed out of the Latin consonant I, did 

not exist in Latin, and the Latin alphabet had no sign for them.”  

 

The fact is the letter J and its sound (dz) did not exist until shortly 

before the printing of the King James Version of the Bible.  What a 

coincidence! If you have a different message you would need a different 

messenger! That is why “Jesus” cannot be the name of the of Son of Yahuah! 

If that is not the Name of Yahuah’s son then what is the value in that name? 

To shatan it is very valuable! It leads billions astray. It demeans Yahusha 

and Yahuah. It makes His Name void! 

 

From Benjamin Freedman’s letter 1954 “Facts are Facts”  

There is not now nor was there ever an equivalent letter “j” in the 22 

letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Nor is there any Hebrew letter that 

carries even an approximate sound of the consonant letter “j.” Neither 

is there a letter ‘j’ in the Greek alphabet. As regards proof of the letter 

‘J’ not being in Aramaic, Hebrew, and Greek alphabets, James Strong’s 

Exhaustive Concordance has the Hebrew and Greek alphabet preceding 

each respective dictionary therein. Also, there are various grammars, 
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etc., which show the alphabet of these languages, and there is no letter 

equivalent to “J” in either Hebrew or Greek even today. “J,” the tenth 

letter and seventh consonant in the English alphabet, is the latest 

addition to English script and has been inserted in the alphabet after 

“I,” from which it was developed. Petrus Ramus (1515-1572) is 

credited as the first to distinguish I and J as representing separate 

sounds. Not until the middle of the 17th century did the use of “j” as an 

initial become universal in English books.   

   

The Letter J in other languages 

Deutsch  J is pronounced Yah  

Netherlands: a Y for J . 

 

One of the consonants of the Hindi language is 'Ya'. It is part of the of consonant triplet, 'Ya, Ra, La.' Hindi has 

its origins from the ancient language, Sanskrit. In Sanskrit too there is a consonant 'Ya'. Nothing strange here. 

Hindi had inherited this consonant from Sanskrit. But, it turns out that Bengali, another Indian language that is a 

descendant of Sanskrit, has a similar consonant triplet: Ya, Ra, La. Only, the pronunciation of Ya is not Ya, but 

Ja. Now, a similar consonant is also there in another Indian language, Punjabi (written in the Gurmukhi script). 

Here again, the pronunciation is not Ya, but Ja. 

Strange, India is thousands of kilometers away from Europe but in dealing with J she was doing similarly (or 

more correctly, dissimilarly) like Europe; sometimes Ya and other times Ja. 

 

 

Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com/4704729 
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Read more: http://wiki.answers.com/Q/When_did_the_letter_J_enter_the_English_alphabet#ixzz1hT1WClUX 

 

The pronunciation of the name of Yahuah has been preserved in a number of other 

languages that do contain vowels. The Murashu texts were found at Nippur and 

date back to 464 B.C. These were written in Aramaic cuneiform script on clay 

tablets.  

 

The version of the Tanakh used by Aramaic speaking Assyrians, Syrians and 

Chaldeans was the Peshitta text. In the fourth century CE vowels were added to 

the Aramaic text. When they added vowels to names that begin with part of the 

divine name the result was to start with Yah, such as in Yahusaphat.  

 

Egyptian hieroglyphics contain written vowels. In Budge's An Egyptian 

Hieroglyphic Dictionary page fifteen shows that the shortened form of YHWH 

was transliterated as "IA" or "YA", also supporting that God's name begins with 

the sound Yah.  

 

Assyrian cuneiform script has been found which had the divine name spelled with 

written vowels. A.H.Sayce published Halley's Bible Handbook in 1898. On page 

sixty two it discusses three clay cuneiform tablets dating from the time of 

Hammurabi which contain the phrase Yahuah.  
 

Josephus also can be used to support the idea that the sacred name was 

pronounced Yahuah. In Jewish Wars, chapter V, Josephus wrote;  

"... in which was engraven the sacred name: it consists of four vowels." 

Strange how some people are confessing the knowledge of the name and 

confirm that hwhy is indeed correct but then do nothing to correct this 

grave error:  
 

In the introduction to the Moffatt Translation (pp.20-21), James Moffatt makes 

it clear that he would have had no hesitation about using the Name Yahweh in 

his translation if he had intended it for students of the original Scriptures. 

We find in the preface to the Goodspeed translation: "The Hebrews called their 

http://wiki.answers.com/Q/When_did_the_letter_J_enter_the_English_alphabet#ixzz1hT1WClUX
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deity by the name Yahweh, and in shorter form Yah." 

 This source admits to using substitutes for the Name Yahweh.  But here you see 

it’s only for the students! Why is that? An elitist thought process! Notice it’s the 

‘Hebrew deity’. What Eternal Creator does He bow down to? Is it not the, I AM of 

the Hebrews? How presumptuous for him to assume that anyone reading the bible 

is NOT a student of the original Scriptures. 

 

 

The Revised Standard Version says at Exodus 3:15, "The word LORD when 

spelled with capital letters stands for the divine name YHWH, which is  

connected with the verb hayah, to be." 
 

Do you see how they imply this is the only time this happens, in Exodus 3:15 which 

is very misleading. What about the other 7,000 times? 

 

 

The New Catholic Bible (Catholic Bible Press), at Exodus 3:14 notes,  “'I am who 

am'; apparently this utterance is the source of the word Yahweh; the proper, 

personal name of the God of Israel. Out of reverence for this name the term 

'Adonai,' 'my Lord,' was used as a substitute. The word Lord in the present 

version represents this traditional usage. The word Jehovah arose from a false 

reading of this name as it is written in the current Hebrew text." 

 

Well, Shatan loves to brag, so I expected the above to elaborate on the 

deception, but again it only points to this verse in Exodus. 

 

In the International Bible Encyclopedia of the King James Version published 

by Garden City Publishing Co., we note the following under the heading 

"Jehovah":  

"It is believed that the correct pronunciation of this word is 'Yahweh.'" 
 

This is an International Bible Encyclopedia! They are supposed to be a source of 

confirmed knowledge. This is not hidden knowledge. But you see how they have to 

distance themselves and ride the fence. They should be digging for the truth! 
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In the Jewish Encyclopedia (Volume 7, p.88) is this revealing statement: "The 

reading Jehovah is a comparatively recent invention. Jehovah is generally held 

to have been the invention of Pope Leo the 10th's confessor, Peter Galatin (De 

Arcanis Catholic Verities 1518, Folio XLIII) who was followed in the use of this 

hybrid form by Fagius Drusius." 

 

 

A New Standard Bible Dictionary States, "Jehovah ...Properly Yahweh...the 

form 'Jehovah' is impossible, according to the strict principles of Hebrew 

vocalization", (there was no "J" in the original Hebrew, nor in Greek).  

 

 

Now this is refreshing! 

The preface to the Holy Name Bible, published by the Scripture Research 

Association:  

 
"Another common error among most of the translators is their elimination of 

heaven's revealed Name of the Most High, Yahweh, and the Name of His Son, 

Yahushua the Messiah, and the substitution of the names of the local deities of the 

nations among whom they dwelt (Psalm 96:5), expressly transgressing Yahweh's 

commandments as given in Exodus 20:7 and 23:13. 

"The Substitution of the Names Yahweh and Yahushua by the name of the pagan 

deities of the nations has brought immeasurable harm and by employing these 

names the people unknowingly turn the worship of Yahweh into that of idols 

and actually ascribe the benevolent characteristics of the Mighty One of Israel to the 

pagan deities (Hosea 2:8)." 

On page 7 of this source we read, "His Name is composed of two parts:  

Yah-Hushua (Savior). Thus the contraction Yahushua signifies Yahweh-

Savior and strikingly bears out the logic of Matthew 1:21." 
 

While I believe it should be Yahusha- I’m not going to quibble at this point. 
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Truth from Common Secular Sources 

 

The Oxford Cyclopedic Concordance page 121: "Jehovah, the name revealed to 

Moses at Horeb...Its real pronunciation is approximately Yahweh. The 

name itself was not pronounced Jehovah before the 16th century." 

 

Encyclopedia Britannica (Micropedia, vol. 10): "Although Christian scholars 

after the Renaissance and Reformation periods used the term Jehovah for YHWH, 

in the 19th and 20 centuries biblical scholars again began to use the form 

Yahweh. Early Christian writers, such as Clement of Alexandria in the 2nd 

century had used the form Yahweh, thus this pronunciation of the 

Tetragrammaton was never really lost. Greek transcriptions also indicated that 

Yhwh should be pronounced Yahweh." 

 

 

Webster's New World Dictionary- "Yahweh...a form of the Hebrew name in the 

Old Testament. See Tetragrammaton." 

 

The New American Encyclopedia under Jehovah:" (properly Yahweh) a name of the 

[Mighty One] of Israel, now widely regarded as a mispronunciation of the Hebrew 

YHWH." 
 

Thought this was very Interesting 

The Works of Early Jewish Scribes & Copyists 

http://www.swartzentrover.com/cotor/Bible/Bible/OT/The%20Works%20of%2

0Early%20Jewish%20Scribes%20&%20Copyists.htm 

Jewish scribes or copyists consisted of 3 main groups 

1. The Sopherim (400BC - AD 200) 

2. The Talmudist (AD 100 - 500) 

3. The Masoretes (AD 500 – 950) 

The Sopherim (Scribes) - 400 BC – AD 200 

 Started by Ezra during the Babylonian Exile. 
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 They were the Bible publication society of their day. 

 At about 100 BC they began to count the verses, words & letters of each book in the Old Testament and 

appending these figures to the end (Masora Finalis) of each book. 

 Used text only with consonants. 

 Sub-grouped by Jewish tradition as follows  

o Sopherim – 5
th

 – 3
rd

 Century BC – Ezra to Antigonus of Socho 

o Zugoth – 2
nd

 – 1
st
 Century BC Jose ben Joezer to Hillel 

o Tannaim – 1
st
 & 2

nd
 Century AD – Death of Hillel – Judah Hannasi 

 Their writings are found in the Mishnah, the Tosefta, the Baraithoth, and the Midrash 

The Midrash (To Study) – 100 BC – 300 AD 

        Doctrinal & homiletical exposition of the Old Testament 

        Written in Hebrew & Aramaic 

        Consisted of two parts 

o       Halakah (procedure) Commenting on Torah only 

o       Haggada (declaration) Commenting on the Old Testament 

 The Tosefta (Supplement) – 100 BC – 300 AD 

        A collection of teachings and traditions of the Tannaim 

  

The Talmudist (Instruction) 100 – 500 AD 

The Talmud 

        A collection of teachings and traditions of the Masoretes 

        Consists of two main divisions 

o       Mishnah (repetition)  

         Completed about 200 AD 

         Written in Hebrew 

         A digest of all the oral laws 

         It is divided into six orders (sedarim) 

        Agriculture 
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        Feasts 

        Women 

        Civil 

        Criminal Law 

        Sacrifices or holy things & unclean things 

o       Gemara (the matter that is learned) 

         Completed in 200 – 500 AD 

         Written in Aramaic 

         Commentary on the Mishnah 

         It arose in two distinct forms 

        Palestinian Gemara – About 200 AD 

        Babylonian Gamara – About 500 AD 

  

        The Discipline of the Talmudists for coping a synagogue scroll 

1.      A synagogue scroll must be written on the skins of clean animals. 

2.      A synagogue scroll must be prepared by a Jew. 

3.      A synagogue scroll must be fastened by strings taken from clean animals. 

4.      Every skin must contain a certain number of columns throughout the entire codex. 

5.      The length of each column must not extend over less the 48 or more then 60 lines; and the breadth must consist 

of thirty letters. 

6.      The whole copy must be first-lined; and if three words be written without a line, it is worthless 

7.      The ink should be black, neither red, green, nor any other color, and be prepared according to a definite recipe. 

8.      An authentic copy must be the exemplar, from which the transcriber ought not in the least deviate. 

9.      No word or letter, not even a yod, must be written from memory, the scribe not having looked at the codex 

before him. 

10.  Between every consonant the space of a hair or thread must intervene. 

11.  Between every parashah, or section, the breadth of nine consonants. 

12.  Between every book, three lines. 

13.  The fifth book of Moses must terminate exactly with a line; but the rest need not do so. 

14.  The copyist must sit in full Jewish dress. 

15.  The copyist must wash his whole body. 

16.  The copyist must not begin to write the name of God with a pen newly dipped in ink. 

17.  Should a king address him while writing that name he must take no notice of him. 
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The Masoretes – Scholars who between 500 AD – 950 AD gave the final form to the Old Testament by 

taking the consonant only text of the Sopherim and adding vowel points. 

        Their way of correcting what they thought were wrong words – If the Masoretes thought the wrong 

word was used in the book they were coping that would leave the Consonants alone but would place the 

vowels from the correct word over the consonants of the wrong word and in the side margin of the 

parchment they would write the consonants of the correct word. 

o       The original name of God (Yahweh) was YHWH. The Masoretes couldn’t write the name of God so they 

would replace His name with the Hebrew word for Lord (Adonay). They would write YHWH but write the 

vowels from Adonay (EOA) over the YHWH and write the consonants DNY in the margin. Thus the church 

read Gods name as Yehovah or in German Jehovah. 

        The Masoretic texts contained 3 Margins 

o       Marginal Masorah – The side margin where they would write the Consonants of corrected words as well as the 

number of words & letters for each line of text. 

o       Larger Masorah – The bottom margin where they would place more notes as well as mnemonic devices. 

o       Final Masorah – The end of a book was where they would place number of verses, letters as well as the middle 

word and middle letter so every copy could be checked against the original. 

        The Masoretes also used two other types of textual correction. 

o       If they thought any words were added after the original text they would mark the text in doubtful with dots. 

Example “and Aaron from Numbers 3:39. 

o       If a letter was considered doubtful they would raise that letter a little above the text Example in Judges 18:30, 

the name Moses (MSH) was changed to Manasseh (MNSH) to protect Moses. So they would write the “N” 

higher then the rest. See footnote in the NIV 

 

The Murashu Texts from the 5th century BCE revealed Yahwistic Names starting 

with YAHU (IAU) instead of the Masoretic vowel pointing of JEHO which the 

Masoretes used to for Yahwistic Names. The Masoretes used the Sephardic 

(Spanish Hebrew) to achieve their vowel pointing. This has great significance, as 

the Murashu texts, being much older than the Masoretic text (7th century AD, so 

the Murashu are 1200 years older). They are also non biblical texts so they have 

not been corrupted and more valid. 
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Wikipedia 

Absence of chapters 

The current division of the Bible into chapters and the verse numbers within the chapters has no basis in any 

ancient textual tradition. Rather, they are medieval and early modern Christian inventions. They were later 

adopted by many Jews as well, as technical references within the Hebrew text. Such technical references 

became crucial to medieval rabbis in the historical context of disputations with Christian clergy (who used the 

chapter numbers), especially in late medieval Spain.  

The earliest extant Jewish manuscript to note the chapter divisions dates from 1330, and the first printed edition 

was in 1516 (several earlier Masoretic Bibles did not note the chapters).Since then, all printed Hebrew Bibles 

note the chapter and verse numbers out of practical necessity. However, ever since the 1961 Koren edition, most 

Jewish editions of the Bible have made a systematic effort to relegate chapter and verse numbers to the margins 

of the text, as an indication that they are foreign to the Masoretic tradition.  

Christian versions 

The Byzantines also introduced a concept roughly similar to chapter divisions, called kephalaia (singular 

kephalaion, literally meaning heading). This system, which was in place no later than the 5th century, is not 

identical to the present chapters. Unlike the modern chapters, which tend to be of roughly similar length, the 

distance from one kephalaion mark to the next varied greatly in length both within a book (the Sermon on the 

Mount, comprising three chapters in the modern system, has but one kephalaion mark, while the single modern 

chapter 8 of the Gospel of Matthew has several, one per miracle) and from one book to the next (there were far 

fewer kephalaia in the Gospel of John than in the Gospel of Mark, even though the latter is the shorter text). In 

the manuscripts, the kephalaia with their numbers, their standard titles (titloi) and their page numbers would be 

listed at the beginning of each biblical book; in the book's main body, they would be marked only with arrow-

shaped or asterisk-like symbols in the margin, not in the text itself. 

The titles usually referred to the first event or the first theological point of the section only, and some kephalaia 

are manifestly incomplete if one stops reading at the point where the next kephalaion begins (for example, the 

combined accounts of the miracles of the Daughter of Jairus and of the healing of the woman with a 

haemorrhage gets two marked kephalaia, one titled of the daughter of the synagogue ruler at the beginning 

when the ruler approaches Jesus and one titled of the woman with the flow of blood where the woman enters the 

picture – well before the ruler's daughter is healed and the storyline of the previous kephalaion is thus properly 

concluded). Thus the kephalaia marks are rather more like a system of bookmarks or links into a continuous 

text, helping a reader to quickly find one of several well-known episodes, than like a true system of chapter 

divisions. 

Cardinal Hugo de Sancto Caro is often given credit for first dividing the Latin Vulgate into chapters in the real 

sense, but it is the arrangement of his contemporary and fellow cardinal Stephen Langton who in 1205 created 

the chapter divisions which are used today. They were then inserted into Greek manuscripts of the New 

Testament in the 15th century. Robert Estienne (Robert Stephanus) was the first to number the verses within 

each chapter, his verse numbers entering printed editions in 1551 (New Testament) and 1571 (Hebrew 

Bible).
[13]

 

The division of the Bible into chapters and verses has received criticism from some traditionalists and modern 

scholars. Critics state that the text is often divided in an incoherent way, or at inappropriate rhetorical points, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disputations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koren_Publishers_Jerusalem
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sermon_on_the_Mount
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sermon_on_the_Mount
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gospel_of_Matthew
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gospel_of_John
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gospel_of_Mark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daughter_of_Jairus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ_healing_the_bleeding_woman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ_healing_the_bleeding_woman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_of_St_Cher
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_Vulgate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Langton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Estienne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chapters_and_verses_of_the_Bible#cite_note-Examiner-13
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and that it encourages citing passages out of context. Nevertheless, the chapter and verse numbers have become 

indispensable as technical references for Bible study. 

Aramaic-An Overlooked Piece of the Puzzle 

As you can imagine for shatan to keep people in the dark, there would be a big push to keep the 

most likely source of the oldest or most reliable manuscripts of the NT hidden or discredited.  

I’m sure you have heard the debate about the NT being written in Greek first and then 

translated to Hebrew.  I’m forever amused at Christianity’s aversion to anything that would 

point to Semitic primacy.   Think about this for a minute. Let’s re-write History.  America will be 

Israel in our re-write China will be Rome and Greece, our Messiah has come, born American, 

speaking English. 33 years later we have been taken over by China and have been permitted to 

keep our language and religious culture. Our American leaders are not accepting our Messiah but 

he is teaching in all the churches around the country.  He is speaking English but has a Cajun 

dialect.  Now He is using the Scriptures written in ‘Old English’ to teach English people.  He is 

executed and His followers continue to preach the Original Message of the Original Scriptures 

in English and wanted to also write about the Saviors’ life.  Do you think for one minute, since 

we hate being under the rule of the Chinese that this is the language they would first write 

about the Messiah; to His People; to Keep His message alive? They would have to be highly 

trained in linguistics to do this. By the way the occupations of the disciples were fishermen, and 

only one worked in a tax office who may have had some multilingual skill.  Would it not make 

more sense that they would write it in English first, maybe a Creole dialect and then as they 

went to other countries found people there who could then translate into their language?  Just 

like we do now!  I am an English speaking person writing this presentation. I did not write it in 

any other language but my own. If someone wants to read it in Russia and they don’t read 

English- then someone who is fluent in both English and Russian will need to translate it. I 

certainly could not do it.  To simply believe that because the Good News was preached to the 

Gentiles so it had to be written first in a Gentile language is a huge mistake.  Yahusha preached 

from the Tanahk and nothing else, to the Hebrew people. The Good News message includes that 

Yahusha was there at the beginning of time.  Truth seekers should not start with the NT. That 

in itself, excluding the Tanakh is preaching  another message than what Yahusha did. He was 

showing how He was fulfilling prophesy found in the Tanakh and who His Father is and why by 

His effort  at Pesach He has opened the door for us to be able to partake in the Covenant and 

be adopted and participate in the appointed feasts. These are rehearsals and re-enactments of 

prophecy. 

So let’s get back to real history. Hebrew historian, Josephus said after being in a Gentile court 

for years, he was still not great at being able to speak or write Greek, but we are supposed to 
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believe that the Apostle fishermen were able to! In doing so, writing first in Greek, they would 

be saying they could care less weather the Hebrew speaking people ‘got the message’.  In my 

‘new history’ example, if as an American I wanted  to be converted to the American Messiah, I 

certainly would not even begin to give it credence if it were only written in Chinese! 

This is where the Aramaic comes in. In the Greek, certain Aramaic words were preserved, so we 

know the translators knew to leave some words as they were originally written.  The Apostles 

may not have known how to write Torah Hebrew so to speak but it is certain they would know 

Aramaic.  In fact in the Dead Sea Scrolls we have parts of Daniel that were written in Aramaic!  

It was Ezra that changed the script of the Hebrew Scrolls into a square more Aramaic 

lettering.  So while the debate rages between the primacy of Greek and Hebrew, what we 

should be looking at to compare, is the Aramaic.  Again, I will suggest for a great resource, 

Andrew Gabriel Roth’s Aramaic New Testament translation. It has the English on one side and 

the Hebrew Script (for easier reading) on the opposite side of the page with lots and lots of 

notes,  also the already recommended book  Ruach Qadim, is where he goes book by book 

showing why he believes in the Aramaic Primacy from Scripture. It’s very compelling.  What is 

most telling and most awesome in my opinion is that the Aramaic preserves hwhy’s name and is 

not hidden under lord  or god – Theos- which, as I pointed out earlier could mean hwhy or 

Yahusha or the Ruach Ha Qodech!  Don’t you think it important to know exactly who it is that is 

being spoken of? It took seventy Hebrew Rabbis to translate the Hebrew Tanakh into Greek 

and these Rabbis were at a Greek university in Alexandria Egypt- but we are to believe that the 

Apostles Divinely wrote their letters in Greek with no formal training? Remember they were not 

going specifically to the gentiles. Not to say hwhy could not do it, but why would He?  This 

thinking of Greek primacy has more of a satanic smell on it. Shatan has more to gain by spitting 

in the eye once again of hwhys chosen people by making us think we gentiles are now the chosen 

with the chosen message.  We need to get this straight. The Shemitic people were given the 

message first! First in the Tanakh and then again as proof in the eye witness accounts!  It was 

because they did not accept Yahusha that the Gentiles were given the chance to proclaim the 

Name of hwhy and His Son Yahusha- both of which the ‘Jew’s’ refuse to do but will do in the 

future.  So Gentiles are not first choice-we are grafted in. We need to get that straight. 

So let’s take a peek at some awesome things the Aramaic brings us that the Greek could not 

with its cultural thought and in actual word meaning not being able to comprehend the 

Hebrew/Aramaic. 

This is one of my favorite examples of clearly showing why we need to search out the Aramaic. 

This is the only place so far that I have seen the correction made.   
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In Matthew 26:6-7 we read: 

“While Yahusha was in the home of a man known as Simon the Leper, a woman came to  Him with an 

alabaster jar of expensive perfume.” 

So what is wrong with this?  Read Leviticus 13:45-46. 

“The person who has such an infectious disease must wear torn clothes, let his hair be unkempt, cover 

the lower part of his face and cry out, ‘Unclean! Unclean!  As long as he has the infection he remains 

unclean, he must live alone; he must live outside the camp.” 

In the Greek translation we have a leper living in the suburb of Jerusalem along with the regular 

population.  This would never be permitted.  As Andrew points out, if we further understood Hebrew 

culture we would find out that lepers cannot: 

1. Own property 

2. Live near or in Jerusalem, unless it’s in a Leper colony 

3. Employ servants 

4. Own expensive jars of perfume 

5. Have feasts that Jews were legally able to attend. 

Andrew Roth also points out on Page 53 of Ruach Qadim “Furthermore, it simply goes beyond credulity to 

suggest that a lifelong Aramaic speaker like Matthew could possibly make this mistake in a Greek 

translation, especially since this goes against well known Torah provisions.” 

Now there have been some suggestions as to why this translation is still correct in the Greek. Here are a 

few that Andrew pointed out. That maybe Simon had been a Leper, and Yahusha had cured him and he 

was giving a feast in His honor to celebrate the miracle. And that maybe ‘Simon the Leper’ just became 

his nickname afterwards because of the miracle.  But the text does not tell us this is the case, so we 

can’t read into what is not given.  Lepers, as a matter of Hebrew law, are never called that once they are 

healed! They are pronounced “clean” by the priests and only after that can they re-enter the social 

frame work of the city. There would also be a major issue leading to legal actions if a man was clean of 

leprosy but still called a leper. It would drive away his business and he could sue for slander. So you see 

that this could not possibly be right.  Garba and Garaba have very different verbal inflections from each 

other that reveal their different meanings.  It looks like the scribe looked at the Aramaic and made the 

wrong choice for one means leper and the other means JAR MAKER!  Now which do you think makes more 

sense?  But now in history this poor man should be known as Simon the Jar Maker.  Re-read Matthew 26 

and see if this does not fit the story better and most importantly it does not break Torah! 
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One last and very important example I would like to take from Andrew’s Translation of the Aramaic  

English New Testament or the AENT showing issues with the Hebrew Translations. We are after the 

truth here, not bashing Greek. We need to look at it all. 

From the chapter on “Coequal of Elohim”  in regards to Philippians 2:6 and Yahusha. 

I would like to pick up on page 757.   

 

“Critics posture that the Father hwhy, who is ein sof (without end) cannot indwell in a human being, but 

these critics are simply plying theological limitations upon hwhy’s omnipotence. 

 

The issue shifts to not if  hwhy could do this, but would  He do this? In 134 places in the Tanakh, the 

Scribes (Masoretes) working under authority of the rabbinate removed the Name of hwhy and inserted 

“Adonai” in many places where the Name hwhy was directly pointing to Mashiyach! Rabbinical tradition 

was very “inconvenienced” by this very fact (in places like Psalm 110) so they rewrote many verses to suit 

their own religious traditions. 

 

“Another important Scriptural guide is found here: “And they shall look upon Me (et) whom they have 

pierced, and they shall mourn him as one mourns for an only son”. (Zechariah 12:10).  However, the JPS 

renders this verse, “they shall look upon Me because they have thrust him through,” which does violence 

to the Hebrew, so as to shore up their own traditional religious orthodoxy. The use of et, as in 

“B’resheet  bara Elohim  hashamayim v’ et ha’ aretz;  In the beginning Elohim created (et) the heavens 

and the earth” (Genesis 1:1). The key word et, as a direct object pointer; its purpose is to point to the 

part of the sentence that receives the action from another. In this case, the heavens and earth receive 

the action of their creation from hwhy. This is such a basic and consistent rule that in every other place 

et appears, the direct object is always pointing to the phrase after it as the receptor.  Granted, though 

in Genesis 1:1 et appears after heavens but before earth, because it is a compound structure (heavens 

and earth) and the pointer must in this case appear before the appearance of the latter term, still that 

minor oddity does not prevent the JPS translators from telling us rightly where the heavens and earth 

are receiving their action from, nor does this difficulty arise in any of the several hundred places in 

Scripture; however in this passage  in Zechariah 12:10 is very controversial in their own eyes.” 

 

In Zechariah’s case, the placement of et leaves no doubt whatsoever that it is hwhy receiving the action 

of piercing, and yet they mourn him (Mashiyack) as an only son! This fact alone clearly proves that hwhy 

is somehow pierced and yet He does not die, but it also shows that His son does!  But then if the son can 

die how is he “equal” with hwhy who can never die” The answer lies in understanding the difference 

between “equal” in Aramaic and English. When we say “equal” we mean a sense of equivalence, such as 

2+2=4. However, to say “equal with hwhy” in this context does not mean identical  but rather “of the 
same substance as Elohoim.”  Water and ice have the same substance but they are not identical; neither 

does each one do the exact things of the other. Machiyach is made up of the same “divine” nature as 

hwhy, but is given a subservient function by the very nature of the fact that he has become human. That 

is also why he can say “I am nothing without my Father” because without the divine component he is just 

as another man.  

 

THE MASSORAH. 
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http://jdangel2009.angelfire.com/Massorah.html 

  All the oldest and best manuscripts of the Hebrew Bible contain on every page, beside the 

Text (which is arranged in two or more columns), a varying number of lines of smaller 

writing, distributed between the upper and lower margins. This smaller writing is called the 

Massorah Magna or Great Massorah, while that in the side margins and between the columns 

is called the Massorah Parva or Small Massorah. 

  The word Massorah is from the root masar, to deliver something in the hand of another, so 

as to commit it to his trust. Hence the name is given to the small writing referred to, because 

it contains information necessary to those into whose trust the Sacred Text was committed,so 

that they might transcribe it, and hand it down correctly. 

  The Text itself had been fixed before the Massorites were put in charge of it. This had been 

the work of the Sopherim (from sophar, to count, or number). Their work under Ezra and 

Nehemiah, was to set the Text in order after the return from Babylon; and we read of it in 

Neh.8:8. The Talmud explains that "the book" meant to original Text; "distinctly" means 

explaining it by the Chaldee paraphrase; "gave the sense" means the division of the words, 

&c., according to the sense; and "caused them to understand the reading" means to give the 

traditional pronunciation of the words (which were without vowel points)(Cp. Ezra 7:6,11). 

The men of "the Great Synagogue" completed the work. This work lasted about 110 years, 

from Nehemiah to Simon the first, 410-300 B.C. 

  The Sopherim were the authorized revisers of the Sacred Text; and, their work being 

completed, the Massorites were the authorized custodians of it. Their work was to preserve it. 

The Massorah is called "A Fence to the Scriptures", because it locked all words and letters in 

their places. It does not contain notes or comments as such, but facts and phenomena. It 

records the number of times the several letters occur in the various books of the Bible; the 

number of words, and the middle word; the number of verses, and the middle verse; the 

number of expressions and combination of words, &c. All this, not from a perverted 

ingenuity, but for the set purpose of safeguarding the Sacred Text, and preventing the loss or 

misplacement of a single letter or word. 

  This Massorah is not contained in the margins of any one Manuscript. No Manuscript 

contains the whole, or even the same part. It is spread over many Manuscripts, and Dr. 

C.D.Ginsburg has been the first and only scholar who has set himself to collect and collate the 

whole, copying it from every available Manuscript in the libraries of many countries. He has 

published in three large folio volumes, and only a small number of copies has been printed. 

(Pastor Arnold Murray of the Shepherd's Chapel has been allowed to receive and own a 

copy). These are obtainable only by the original subscribers. Dr. Bullinger (of which the 

greater part of this Biblical study I am preparing is taken from) was the only Christian 

Scholar that Dr. Ginsburg thought worthy enough and allowed him to proof-read the 

Massorah. (Do do think we have very many Christian scholars today that could read the 

Masorrah?) 

http://jdangel2009.angelfire.com/Massorah.html
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  When the Hebrew Text was printed, only the large type in the columns was regarded, and 

the small type of the Massorah was left, unheeded, in Manuscripts from which the Sacred 

Text was taken. 

  When translators came to the printed Hebrew Text, they were necessarily destitute of the 

information contained in the Massorah; so that the Revisers as well as the Translators of the 

Authorized Version carried out their work without any idea of the treasures contained in the 

Massorah; and therefore, without giving a hint of it to their readers. 

  This is the first time (i.e.in the Companion Bible in which part of this study is taken from) 

that an edition of the A.V. has been given containing any of these treasures of the Massorah, 

that affect so seriously the understanding of the Text. A vast number of Massoretic notes 

concern only the orthography, and matters that pertain to the Concordance. But many of 

those which affect the sense, or throw any additional light on the Sacred Text, are noted in 

the margin of the Companion Bible (and in the notes in this particular study). 

  Some of the important lists of words which are contained in the Massorah are also given, 

namely, those that have the "extraordinary points"; the "18 emendations" of the Sopherim; 

the 134 passages were they substituted Adonai for Yehovah; and the Various Readings called 

Severin. Other words of importance are preserved in the notes. 

  Readers of the Companion Bible are put in possession of information denied to former 

generations of translators, commentators, critics, and general Bible students. 

  For further information on the Massorah see Dr. Ginsburg's "Introduction to the Hebrew 

Bible", of which only a limited edition was printed; also a small pamphlet on the Massorah 

published by the King's Printers. 
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The Variorum Bible – Variorum Bible or the Authorised 
Version edited with Various Renderings and Readings from the best Authorities, 1876 PDF. 
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Rabbula was born in 350 CE, at Qenneshrin, which is near Aleppo, Syria. He died in Edessa in 435 
CE. He was a Greek educated civil servant. He became the Bishop of Edessa around 411 CE and 
was a leader in the Syrian Church.  

 

At first Rabbula supported the Antiochian school of theology, but later he began to admire Cyril of 
Alexandria, who was the leading proponent of anti-Nestorian teachings.  

Once he was made bishop of Edessa, he set about to reform the Church. He adamantly objected 
against pagan and Jewish influences. Rabbula also repressed Gnostic sects.  

 

Tatian, the Syrian student of Justin Martyr, had compiled a harmony of the books of MaththiYahu, 
Mark, Luke and Yahuchanan. This harmony, called the Diatessaron in the Greek, and Evangelion da-
Mechallete [the Good News of the Mixed],  in the Syriac, was widely used in the Church of the East 
and the West. When Tatian began to become extreme in some of his practices, according to later 
historians, such as not eating meat or drinking alcohol and abstaining from marriage, another sect 
developed. Tatian was excommunicated from the Church of Rome and declared a heretic. The sect 
that developed was a  puritanical Christian sect known as the Encratites ("those who exercise  self-
control"). Because Tatian was considered a heretic, Rabbula, nearly 300 years later, rejected the use 
of the Diatesseron, and in 436 CE, instructed his priests to use, in all the churches,  the  4 separate 
Gospels.  

Between 411-435 CE, Rabbula altered an already existing Aramaic (Syriac) version of the separated 
Gospels, the Peshitta, which included Shauls letters and Acts,  to replace the Evangelion da-
Mechallete [Diatessaron], written by Tatian, around 173 CE. The Peshitta was written in the 
Estrangela script. It has the same books of what became the Greek Testament, whose canon was 
determined by the Church, minus the Jewish letters of II Peter, II John, III John, Jude,  and the 
Revelations of John, which were still being debated by the Church.  For the Eastern  Syrian Church 
this was the closing of the canon. After the Council of Ephesus, in 431 CE,  the East Syrians 
separated themselves from the Western and declared themselves Nestorians. The oldest confirmed 
surviving Peshitta manuscripts dates to 442. 

 

 

The following is a well thought out bit of research from a person who is digging 

deep into the history of things. Again, we need not always agree with 100% of 

what is being said, but keep in mind,  if a compelling bit of evidence is provided 

that does not line up with our “belief” system , and our first instinct is to reject 
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it, then we need to stop and ask ourselves why. We need to prove that evidence 

wrong by checking it out with an open mind. The Torah should always be the ruler 

and the standard by which we judge any issues we come across. If as we have seen 

from the Theosophical Society and Kabbalah, it is easy to prove they are opposite 

what the Torah teaches, then be confident. If though, we reject an idea out of 

hand because it makes us uncomfortable  because it’s not what we believe -even 

though it does align with Torah, then we must look to see if maybe we are still 

holding on to old engrained teachings from our “church” days. Remember this is 

the same reaction that Christians have to “the Name”, The Sabbath, the Feasts 

and The Torah!  It goes against what they have been taught. Dig deeper until we 

find, by the Torah if we may have some issues to clear up, or if we are standing on 

solid truth. There are no sacred cows! We must check everything out. Nothing 

gets a free pass.  Yahuah Himself begs us to SHAMAR!  Observe, research, 

understand!  He wants us to question everything.  Only someone who is afraid of 

being exposed does not want to be questioned! That is shatan!  Accept by belief vs 

Trust, faith vs fact. That is not what Yahuah teaches. He says beware! Check 

things out! They are not as they seem. If a wolf is in sheep’s clothing, does it look 

like wolf or sheep?  Of course it looks like the real deal or it would not confuse us. 
 

 

   

New Testament Versus Beriyth Chadashshah 

http://www.lebtahor.com/EarlyChristDev/newtestamentversusberiyt
hchadashshah.htm 

 

 

There is a growing question, whether or not it is appropriate to refer to the 27 books,  that make up 
what most call the New Testament and what Messianics have begun to call the Beriyth 
Chadashshah, as Scripture. When Yahusha` referred to Scripture, he specifically mentioned the 
Thorah, the Nebiyym and the Kethubiym, what composes the Tanak, (which is an acronym – TaNaK). 
Shaul [Paul] even mentioned the Scriptures this way. 
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Yahuchanan [John], the student of Yahusha`, was reported to have taken up residence at Ephesus 
and eventually died and was buried there around 100 CE. Two/three men learned from Yahuchanan: 
Polycarp, Ignatius and some accounts state Papias, while other accounts state that Papias learned 
from Polycarp, who learned from Yahuchanan. These men are some of the earlier church fathers. 
Polycarp taught Justin and Irenaeus, and of course, Papias, by some accounts. Polycarp observed 
Shabbath, the feasts and fast. He even went to Rome and argued with the Bishop of Rome, about 
Pesach [Passover] instead of Easter. I dont know what all else he did, but he seems to have been 
strong in his understanding of Torah, from what he passed down to Irenaeus.  Justin, on the other 
hand seems very anti-Jewish. Once Irenaeus went to Rome, he stopped observing Shabbath and 
Pesach and started observing Sunday and Easter. During this time, Marcion, around 140 CE,  was 
going beserk with his false teachings. What seems certain, is within the second generation from 
Yahuchanan, major changes started occurring among those that had been Goy [Gentiles] and called 
themselves believers. 

Marcion, a student of Cerdo, a Gnostic Christian,  made the first distinction of two testaments, 
referring to the Tanak as "Old". Yet, Irenaeus, a student of Polycarp, says that they are of one and 
the same author and are consistent with each other. That Yahusha` didnt break any of the Torah, but 
filled it and expanded it, pointed out the difference between the Torah and the traditions of men, 
among the Yahudiym. He does not advocate "grace" over Torah, but rather favor with Torah. He 
clearly states that the "Apostles" observed Torah, as did the first believers. That they kept Shabbath 
and the feasts, circumcision, etc. Polycarp seems to have done this as well. 

 

When Irenaeus refers to the Scriptures, he then quotes something from the Tanakh. Whenever he 
quoted from the "NT", he said , "Yahusha` said," or "Shaul wrote," or "Matthew wrote." When quoting 
the source, from all the hours I spent reading Irenaeus, he never once referred to the NT as Scripture. 
That does not mean that he doesn't in some other part, and I just did not see it. I will have to spend 
more time checking. Polycarp and Papais referred to the Scriptures and the Evangelions [Gospels], 
Apocalypse [Revelations] and the Letters of Shaul. They do not call the compiled writings the New 
Testament. 

Second generation from the original believers, started to make the distinction and the further from 
that, they started to call the Evangelions, Letters and Apocalypse, "New Testament" and then it 
became "Scriptures". 

So where does that leave us? What would be appropriate to refer to them as? I am the kind of person 
that needs answers. I keep searching for truth until I find it. What I am finding, if I read things 
correctly, makes a difference between what is called Scripture. I was already having trouble with a 
few of the added books to the Hebrew canon, that were added at Jamnia (some of the Yahudiym 
even argued over the latter additions, like Esther), after the death of Yahusha`. Now there is the 
whole "New Testament" to deal with.  

Name changes are common throughout history, even within the "Scriptures". The original name for 
the compiled laws that were given to Mosheh was the Sefer HaBeriyth, the Book of the Covenant. 
This speaks of and emphasizes the beriyth [covenant] that was made between YHWH and the people 
that chose to walk in His ways. Later in HaDebariym [Deuteronomy - which was written much later 
than the other books] it is called the  Sefer HaThorah [Book of the Teachings or Law], and the words 
of the Torah that are written in this book. Book of the Law is the term that the book is called the 
majority of the time in the Tanakh. There are a few cases where it is referred to by the original, Sefer 
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HaBeriyth : In Melekiym Beth [II Kings] 23:2 and 3, we see that they have found the Book of the Law 
while repairing the temple. When the king YoshiYahu heard the words of the Book, he tore his 
garments. They realize that they have not been keeping the Beriyth and repent [turn and return]. The 
king and all the elders gather together at the Beyth YHWH, make covenant before YHWH to walk in 
His ways. That is when the Book is referred to by its original name, Sefer HaBeriyth. The last time in 
in Dibrey HaYamiym  Beth [II Chronicles] 34:30, which is simply a rewriting of Melekiym. The 
emphasis being that when the make covenant, that is how they refer to the Book. 

DibreyHaYamiym [Chronicles], Ezra and NechemYahu [Nehemiah] were originally one book, which 
was later divided into 4. It was written after the exile to Babel. In two of these books, you see an even 
later term for this Book - Sefer Mosheh [Book of Mosheh (Moses)], Dibrey HaYamiym Beth [II 
Chronicles] 34:30 and NechemYahu [Nehemiah] 13:1. After the exile, this was and still is, a popular 
term for the first five books of the Tanakh, which are all ascribed to the writing of Mosheh. This term 
does not focus on the beriyth [covenant] that was made, nor on the law, but on the writer that they 
wish to credit with the writing of the first five books. By doing so, this term hopes to lend the authority 
of Mosheh to those writings. There is no mention of the five books of Mosheh prior to the exile, nor 
the specific number of books. 

At the time of the translating of the Greek Septuagint, around 250 BCE, the first books to be done 
were the first five books, what was known then, as the Books of Mosheh. These five came to be 
called in the Greek, the Pentateukhos, meaning Five Scrolls. Later when a Latin translation, the 
Vulgate, was done,  the term Pentateuchus was applied. This is where we derive the term 
Pentateuch. Again, the focus of the meaning is not on the beriyth, this time it is just on numbers, not 
even the assumed author is a part of the term.  

 

Sometimes name changes are a good thing, but in this particular case, I do not believe so. I believe 
the main focus should be on the beriyth with YHWH and therefore the book should be referred to as 
the Book of the Covenant. In light of this, I think the same application is necessary for what is termed 
the New Testament. I don’t think it is proper, what is becoming fashionable in the Messianic 
communities, to call it the Beriyth Chadashshah, the Restored Covenant. The Covenant has not 
changed, it is a matter of our turning and returning to YHWH.  

 

The term "Beriyth Chadashshah" is from a quote in YirmeYahu [Jeremiah] 31:31- 34 ,  "  '
look, the 

days come,' says YHWH, 'that i will cut a restored beriyth with the beyth yisrael and with the beyth 

yahudah,  not according to the beriyth that i cut with their fathers in the day i took them by the hand 

to bring them out of the land of mitsrayim, which beriyth of mine they broke, although i was a baal 

[master] to them,' says YHWH.  'but this will be the beriyth that i will cut with the beyth yisrael, after 

those days,' declares YHWH, 'i will put my thorah in their inward parts, and i will write it on their 

hearts; and i will be to them for elohiym, and they will be my people.  and they will no longer each 

man teach his neighbor, and each man his brother, saying, "know YHWH." for they will all know me, 

from the least of them even to the greatest of them,' declares YHWH. 'for i will forgive their iniquity, 

and i will remember their sins no more.' " 
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For several reasons, I do not feel that this is a term to apply to the "New Testament". One, the 
conditions of this foretelling have not happened. Men do not all know YHWH and still have to be 
taught by one another. Second, it is the cutting of the beriyth that is restored, not a changing or 
restoring of the Torah of YHWH. The Torah of YHWH is themiymah [perfect] - Thehillah [Psalm] 
19:8(7). Malakiy [Malachi] 2:4-7 speaks of a covenant with Lewiy [Levi] that is applicable of Yahusha` 
[Jesus], as a kohen [priest] before YHWH. "and you will know that i have sent this command to you, to 

be my beriyth with lewiy,' says YHWH tsebaoth.  'my beriyth with him was life and shalom, and i gave 

them to him for fear; and he feared me, and he is put in awe before my name.  the true thorah was in 

his mouth, and iniquity was not found in his lips. in shalom and in uprightness he walked with me, and 

he turned many from iniquity.  for the lips of the kohen should guard knowledge, and they should 

seek thorah from his mouth; for he is the malak of YHWH tsebaoth.' " 

 

Yahusha` ben YHWH was that malak [messenger] of YHWH that spoke True Torah. 

 

Yahusha` said that what was originally taught had been deviated because of the hardness of mens 
hearts. He only taught what YHWH had taught, he was not changing or altering anything, because 
the Torah of YHWH stands.  

 

MaththiYahu [Matthew] 5:17-20,  " 'do not contrive that i came to annul the torah or the nebiyiym 

[prophets]. i did not come to annul but to fulfill. for truthfully, i say to you, till the heavens and 

the earth go away, not one yod (the smallest letter in the aleph bet looking like an apostrophe) or 

one tag (a crownlet or ornament on a letter. this is not one of the vowel pointings underneath the 

letters, but the smallest mark above a letter, looks like a stick.) will go away from the thorah till 

all will be done. for rightly so, all who breaks one of the least of these mitswoth [commands], and 

teaches this with the sons of men will be called least in the kingdom of YHWH; however, all who 

accomplishes this and teaches this, he will be called great in the kingdom of YHWH. for i say to you, 

that unless your righteousness becomes greater still than that which belongs to the soferiym 

[scribes, teachers] and the farushiym [pharisees], you will not enter into the kingdom of YHWH.' " 

 

MaththiYahu [Matthew] 19, we see a conversation between Yahusha` and the Farushiym [Pharisees]. 
Testing him, they asked, " 'is it lawful for a man to divorce his wife for any and every reason?' 

'haven't you read,' he replied, 'that at the beginning elohiym "made them male and female," and said, 

"for this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will 

become one flesh." so they are no longer two, but one. therefore what elohiym has joined together, 

let man not separate.'  'why then,' they asked, 'did mosheh command that a man give his wife a 

certificate of divorce and send her away?' yahusha` replied, 'mosheh permitted you to divorce your 

wives because your hearts were hard. but it was not this way in the beginning. i tell you that anyone 

who divorces his wife, except for marital unfaithfulness, and marries another woman commits 

adultery.' " 
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The third reason that I feel that it is inappropriate to call the "New Testament" the "Beriyth 
Chadashshah" is that there are several sections that comprise the "New Testament". Just as there 
are in the Tanak. These sections were written at different time periods and have a different thrust to 
each and some portions of those writings are not on the level of being called "Scripture". The first 
section were the books about Yahusha`, which were called the Testimony by the earliest writers. I 
feel that this is not only appropriate, but perfect. Yahusha` testified of his Father and the writers of 
those books testified, as in a legal sense, all that Yahusha` spoke and did. Yahusha` said that he only 
spoke what his Father spoke and only did what he saw his Father doing. His testimony was true. 

 

The second section is that of the acts of the sent ones, the apostles. That is always referred to as 
Acts. This book is more of a history, just as the book of Melekiym [Kings] is. 

 

The third section is that of the Letters. This is where it gets really messy. There was a man named 
Marcion, who was born about 85 CE, at Sinope, which was in Pontus. He was the son of a bishop. 
Marcion died in 160 CE. After Marcion arrived in Rome, he became a student of Cerdo, a Gnostic 
Christian, who believed that there was a difference between the God of the “Old Testament” and the 
God of the “New Testament”. For accepting, developing and teaching such beliefs, he was 
excommunicated, from the Church, in 144 CE. Though excommunicated, Marcion continued to teach 
heresies and drew a large following; they came to be called Marcionites, after the founder. 

 

Marcion rejected all that was Hebrew. He rejected the Tanak, calling it the "Old Testament", making 
the first distinction as  “Old” and “New”. He rejected the books written by MaththtiYahu [Matthew], 
Mark and Yahuchanan [John], because of Jewish influences. He accepted the book of Luke, but 
edited it, removing any Jewish influences. Marcion claimed that Paul was the only true “apostle”. He 
gathered 10 of Paul’s letters, excluding 1st and 2nd Timothy, Titus and Ibriym [Hebrews]. Of the 10 
that he selected, Marcion edited them, removing what he called, “Jewish corruptions.” As to the other 
sheliychiym [sent ones, “apostles”], Marcion claimed that they corrupted  the teachings of Yahusha` 
(he called him Jesus), by mixing in legalism. Marcion rejected Torah [teaching, law] and replaced it 
with love and grace.  

Marcion wrote his own “gospel” and presented it to the Church of Rome. He gave them 200,000 
sesterces. After reading his gospel, the Church refused it and gave back the money. His gospel was 
corrupted and void of all Hebrew references. Due to the listing of “acceptable” books by Marcion, the 
Church was forced to determine what books, circulating in the Church, would be authorized. This was 
the first attempt at an official canon of what came to be known as the "New Testament." 

Marcion not only made his own edited copies, but his followers were prolific copyists, sending their 
copies all over. Ireneaus, Against Heresis, Chapter 27, " 'He likewise persuaded his disciples that he 
himself was more worthy of credit than are those apostles who have handed down the Gospel to us, 
furnishing them not with the Gospel, but merely a fragment of it. In like manner, too, he dismembered 
the Epistles of Paul, removing all that is said by the apostle respecting that God who made the world, 
to the effect that He is the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, and also those passages from the 
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prophetical writings which the apostle quotes, in order to teach us that they announced beforehand 
the coming of the Lord.' " 

 

Based on the fact that there was rampant politics involved with the Letters and so many varying 
copies abounding, I have to be very cautious with those Letters, accept what lines up with the Torah 
of YHWH from the Tanak and be suspect of whatever does not. For this reason, I cannot in good 
conscience blanketly accept the Letters, wholly as they are, on the same level as the Testimony.  

 

The last section of the "New Testament" is that of the Book of Revelations, which is said to be written 
later than all the other books. It is also a book that carries with it several components that appear to 
be of Gnostic origin. The question becomes, was the book written by a Gnostic and ascribed to 
Yahuchanan [John] or was the book written by Yahuchanan and gnostic elements added after? We 
may never know. Portions of Revelations line up with portions of the Tanakh, but other portions are 
heavy with numerology and some verses such as the 144,000 men, who did not defile themselves 
with women, are very much a monastic gnostic influence. Nowhere in the Tanak does YHWH 
advocate or direct that men should abstain from marriage, especially to be on a higher level of 
righteousness than others. On the contrary, you would be tired of my listing all the verses that do 
promote marriage and the wife being a blessing. As a result, I hold this book in the same light as the 
Letters. I accept what lines up with the Torah of YHWH and keep at arms length whatever does not. 

 

The "New Testament" is comprised of over 28,000 copies and fragments of copies, in Greek, no two 
of which are identical. There are two types of Greek texts, the Majority Text and the Received Text. 
The Majority Text is a construction that does not match exactly to any known manuscript. It was 
created  by comparing all the known manuscripts, one with another and taking from them the 
readings that are more numerous - the majority. Majority does not necessarily mean correct, 
especially in light of Marcion and his publishing agenda. The two Greek texts that claim to be the 
Majority readings are Hodges & Farstad, 1982 and Pierpont & Robinson 1991. 

 

The Received Text is similar to the Majority Text, it is not from a single text. It is from printed texts 
that were published during the time of the Protestant Reformation, from the 1500's and early 1600's. 
The Received Text includes the editions of Erasmus, Estienne (Stephens), Beza, and Elzevir. These 
texts are in close agreement, and are all mostly based on the Erasmus 1516 manuscript. These 
editions are based upon a small number of late medieval manuscripts. The King James Version is 
based on the Received Text. 

 

For the increasing numbers of those that reject the Greek and cling to the Aramaic Peshitta as the 
language of preference, choosing the Aramaic/Hebrew over the western Greek, let me point out the 
drawbacks to this blanket allegiance. I much prefer the Aramaic/Hebrew over the Greek, it flows with 
the terminology of the Tanak and makes things clearer that were perhaps cloudy, due to the differing 
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languages, BUT, the Peshitta was a compilation done by Rabbula, in 435, well after the books and 
letters were written and after Tatian's writing of the Diatessaron.  

 

The Syriac name for Tatian's compiling is the Evangelion da-Mechallete, the Good News of the 
Mixed. The Greek name is the Diatessaron, which is a musical term meaning, the harmony of the 
four. The Evangelion da-Mechallete was written between 163, when Tatian' teacher Justin was 
martyred and 173, when he was ex-communicated by the Church. His work was received and widely 
used in the churches of the East and the West. Later, in 436 CE, Rabbula, the Bishop of Edessa, 
began to make reforms in the Church. Because he considered Tatian a heretic, since the Church had 
officially banned Tatian, Rabbula felt that the Diatessaron could not be used. He instructed his priests 
to only use the separated books of MaththiYahu, Mark, Luke and Yahuchanan. Rabbula wrote the 
Aramaic Peshitta between 411- 435 and this became the text that was used in the churches of the 
East, while the Greek and then the Latin, was used in the West. 

 

The current Peshitta is not too far off the Greek texts for a reason. There were not many copies of the 
separate books by the early writers left, in Aramaic and Hebrew, for Rabbula to copy and separate 
from, except those in the Greek. The Peshitta, the canon of the East,  did not originally have the book 
of Revelations and the Hebrew letters. The Hebrew letters of Kefa [Peter], Yahuchanan [John], 
Yahudah [Jude] and the book of Revelations were added at a later time.  

 

As I see it, the Evangelion da-Mechallete [Diatessaron] being of a much closer date to the events, 
would probably be a more accurate account of events, but the Peshitta, written so much later and by 
a church bishop, with agreements to the Greek text, does not bode well for me as an uncontested 
source.  

 

In light of all the research I have been doing, when I refer to certain books that comprise the "New 
Testament", it is as the earliest fathers did, the Testimony, Acts, the Letters and Revelations. Granted 
this makes for a longer string to write and speak when you refer to the whole bunch, but, I think it is 
much more accurate and the safer way to refer to them.  

  

I want to take the opportunity to also explore the title to the Scriptures most 

everyone uses-“The Bible”, and why it’s not a good idea to promote that title. 

This was an intriguing article. 

 

The Goddess Byblos  
Sunday, August 21, 2011 
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The Goddess Byblos, Goddess of Libraries, Writing and Hemp 
 

 
Sefkhet-Abwy (Sashet, Sesheta) is an Egyptian Goddess of writing, as well as temple libraries 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Also called: Ba'alath, Belit, 
Baltis, Baaltis, and Ba'alat 
Gebal, "Lady of Byblos". 
The Romans knew Her 
by Byblos Goddess of 
knowledge 
The Greeks knew her by the 
name of Kypris 
She was so Well loved they 
Built an Entire City after her . 

 

http://thegoddessbyblos-daw.blogspot.com/2011/08/goddess-byblos-goddess-of.html
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She is the main Deity of the city of Gubla or Byblos, in Lebanon, a few miles north of 
Beirut. 
 

 

 
 

She is Goddess of libraries, knowledge, and geomancy, among other 
things. Spell 10 of the Coffin text states “Seshat opens the door of heaven 
for you”. 
Seshat/ Byblos, meaning 'female scribe', was seen as the goddess of 
writing, historical records, accounting and mathematics, measurement and 
architecture to the ancient Egyptians/Greeks. 
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She is the Goddess of all forms of writing and notation, including record 
keeping, accounting, and census taking as well as being 'she who is 
foremost in the house of books': the patroness of temple libraries and other 
collections of texts. The goddess is known from as early as the 2nd Dynasty 
when she is attested assisting King Khasekhemwy in the ritual 'stretching 
the cord' ceremony, as Seshat was also the 'mistress of builders' and it was 
she who established the ground plan on the founding or expansion of every 
sacred structure. Beginning in the Old Kingdom Seshat is also found 
recording herds of different types of animals seized as booty, and from the 
Middle Kingdom she records the names of foreign captives in addition to 
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their tribute, and in New Kingdom temple scenes she records the king's 
reigning years and jubilees on the leaves of the sacred ash or pear tree. 

 
 

 

 

 
Could this be what Yahuah Calls “Strange Fire”? 

 

She is associated with cannabis. 
Cannabis pollen was found on the 
mummy of Ramses II (nineteenth 

dynasty). Initially scholars debated 
as to whether the cannabis pollen 

was ancient or modern 
contamination. Additional research 

showed cannabis pollen in all 
known royal mummies. No known 
ancient Egyptian mummies were 

wrapped in hemp cloth. 
 

The intoxicating properties of 
cannabis were known among 

Europeans. 
Cannabis was considered a holy 

Herb and Traded all over Europe to 
new travelers. Cannabis was one of 

the most commonly used 
medications among Celts and 

Norse. 
 

The Smoke Eaters at the temple at 
Thebes used cannabis incense for 

mortality rituals. 
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The Lady of Byblos 

 

 
 

We saw this imagery before with the moon in between the horns. Nothing ever 

changes, just repackaged. Do we really want to say that the Tanakh and 

Eyewitness accounts are a tribute to this by using the word Bible? 
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A Byblos Library later turned into a church.  

The city of Byblos is one of the oldest cities in the world, having been 
inhabited continuously for more than 9000 years. It is located in today's 
Lebanon. In ancient times it was an important seaport from which the 
famous cedar trees of Lebanon were exported to Egypt in exchange for 
papyrus, ivory, ebony, cannabis, spice and gold. Trade goods from as early 
as Egypt's 2nd dynasty have been found there. Byblos is also noteworthy as 
the place where the linear alphabet was invented. This became the basis for 
the modern alphabet that we use today. 
Byblos hosted at one time the best libraries in the world. 
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At the time in ancient 
past Byblos was the 
information center of 

the world. 
Basically a city of 
libraries where all 
knowledge from all 
cultures on earth 
was stored and 
protected by the 
Goddess Byblos.  
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Her job was to ensure safekeeping of books, poetry and works of art. 

 
 

 
 

 

All 
information 
in the world 
was copied 
and stored 

there. 
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The local goddess of Byblos was Asarte, whose spheres of influence 
included war, protection, love and fertility.  
 

We have seen Asarte before haven’t we!  That turned into Easter and traces back 

once again to Semiramis who was married to Cush and the mother/wife of Nimrod. 

Gosh are we not so bored by now with shatan!  I guess not. 

   

 

  
The sacred temple in Gebal where Adon and Baalat Gebal's rites were made. 

 

Here we find a connection to Adon, Baal and Byblos (bible) to Asarte to 

Isis, Aphrodite and Semiramis, to name just a few of her aliases. Praise 

Yah for the bread crumbs that are left behind to find! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Baalat Gebal, the "Lady of 

Byblos." A beautiful temple 

overlooking the blue waters of the 

Mediterranean Sea was built in 

her honor around 2700 BCE.  

 

http://images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=A2KJkIWgpOpRXgoAPDWJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTFycnNva2lsBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1nBG9pZANkOWMzN2VkM2FkY2EzOTliNjg5ODQ0MTg4MzM3NmQ2MARncG9zAzE2?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=the+Baalat+Gebal&fr=yfp-t-900&fr2=piv-web&tab=organic&ri=16&w=550&h=413&imgurl=images.travelpod.com/tw_slides/ta00/bbb/662/beaufort-castle-n1-tripoli.jpg&rurl=http://tripwow.tripadvisor.com/slideshow-photo/18-temple-of-baalat-gebal-by-travelpod-member-jcbeep-n1-tripoli-lebanon.html?sid=12301922&amp;fid=tp-18&size=82.5KB&name=18+Temple+of+<b>Baalat+Gebal+</b>by+TravelPod+Member+Jcbeep+|+TripAdvisor%E2%84%A2&p=the+Baalat+Gebal&oid=d9c37ed3adca399b6898441883376d60&fr2=piv-web&fr=yfp-t-900&tt=18+Temple+of+<b>Baalat+Gebal+</b>by+TravelPod+Member+Jcbeep+|+TripAdvisor%E2%84%A2&b=0&ni=160&no=16&ts=&tab=organic&sigr=14m7rqc8k&sigb=13a5ockv2&sigi=12a2b5la1&.crumb=KYXC3xDD6JO&fr=yfp-t-900
http://images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=A2KJkIWgpOpRXgoANjWJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTFya203OW9mBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1nBG9pZANmZDI2NGRjOThhZWFjYTEwMmJkODg0NTA3N2MxZTgzMARncG9zAzEw?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=the+Baalat+Gebal&fr=yfp-t-900&fr2=piv-web&tab=organic&ri=10&w=550&h=413&imgurl=images.travelpod.com/tw_slides/ta00/bbb/662/ruins-at-byblos-n1-tripoli.jpg&rurl=http://tripwow.tripadvisor.com/slideshow-photo/18-temple-of-baalat-gebal-by-travelpod-member-jcbeep-n1-tripoli-lebanon.html?sid=12301922&amp;fid=tp-18&size=138.4KB&name=18+Temple+of+<b>Baalat+Gebal+</b>by+TravelPod+Member+Jcbeep+|+TripAdvisor%E2%84%A2&p=the+Baalat+Gebal&oid=fd264dc98aeaca102bd8845077c1e830&fr2=piv-web&fr=yfp-t-900&tt=18+Temple+of+<b>Baalat+Gebal+</b>by+TravelPod+Member+Jcbeep+|+TripAdvisor%E2%84%A2&b=0&ni=160&no=10&ts=&tab=organic&sigr=14m7rqc8k&sigb=13achu770&sigi=12a6o868m&.crumb=KYXC3xDD6JO&fr=yfp-t-900
http://images.search.yahoo.com/images/view;_ylt=A2KJkIWgpOpRXgoAQDWJzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTFyMHFxcW1rBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1nBG9pZAM4Y2VhZDdmYjM2M2IxNmIzZWE0MTU3NjNjZjdjOWYxMARncG9zAzIw?back=http://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images?p=the+Baalat+Gebal&fr=yfp-t-900&fr2=piv-web&tab=organic&ri=20&w=500&h=375&imgurl=4.bp.blogspot.com/-I1eau43DbLo/TzfkfVFH2iI/AAAAAAAAANM/REGp_Sjam54/s1600/syria014.jpg&rurl=http://bet-ilim.blogspot.com/2012_02_01_archive.html&size=13KB&name=<b>The+</b>sacred+temple+in+<b>Gebal+</b>where+Adon+and+<b>Baalat+Gebal</b>&
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Bronze figure of 

Ba'alat Gebal 

Roman, first century AD 

From the coastal Levant 

The 'Goddess of Byblos' 

This bronze figurine represents Astarte, 

an ancient fertility goddess widely 

worshipped in Syria and Palestine. In this 

version she is depicted in a classical pose. 

In 332 BC the Levant was conquered by 

Alexander the Great, king of Macedonia 

and leader of the Greeks, and Greek art 

was widely adopted. Astarte was 

associated by the Greeks with Aphrodite, 

the goddess of love, whose sacred 

creature was the dove. Here, therefore, 

Astarte wears an elaborate headdress 

consisting of a dove supporting the 

horned sun-disc of the Egyptian goddess 

Isis. However, the two tall feathers along 

with the horns identify her as a version of 

Astarte called Ba'alat Gebal, 'Goddess of 

Byblos'. 

This statuette dates to the time of Roman 

control of the east which was built upon 

the ruins of the Seleucid kingdom (the 

Seleucids were the successors of 

Alexander the Great in the region). This 

kingdom was incorporated by the Roman 

general Pompey as the province of Syria 

and extended by the progressive 

absorption of 'client kingdoms' friendly to 

Rome such as Judaea. Roman occupation 

made little difference to the cultural life 

of the area. Greek remained the language 

of the upper classes, which also retained 

Greek ideas and customs. 

D. Collon, Ancient Near Eastern art 

(London, The British Museum Press, 

1995) 

 

Notice the horns and 

moon retained in the 

Greek statue. 
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http://www.hethert.org/byblos.htm 
The city of Byblos is one of the oldest cities in the world, having been inhabited continuously since 
Neolithic times more than 7000 years ago.  It is located in today's Lebanon, about 35 km north of 
Beirut.  In ancient times it was an important sea port from which the famous cedar trees of 
Lebanon were exported to Egypt in exchange for papyrus, ivory, ebony and gold.  Trade goods 
from as early as Egypt's 2nd dynasty have been found there.  Byblos is also noteworthy as the place 
where the linear alphabet was invented.  This became the basis for the modern alphabet that we use 
today. 
The local goddess of Byblos was Asarte, whose spheres of influence included war, protection, love 
and fertility. She was known as the Baalat Gebal, the "Lady of Byblos." A beautiful temple 
overlooking the blue waters of the Mediterranean Sea was built in Her honor around 2700 
BCE. The Baalat Gebal was also patroness of the shipmasters, which was appropriate for such an 
important shipping port as Byblos.  Early trading connections between Egypt and Syria led to the 
identification of the two goddesses with each other.  Like Asarte, Het-Hert was patroness of 
shipping, as well as mistress of women, fertility, and foreign countries. During Egypt's 12th 
Dynasty Byblos became an Egyptian dependency, paving the way for Astarte to be 
welcomed into the Egyptian pantheon as an Eye of Ra, protecting the King's chariot in battle.   

 

http://www.bidm-lda.com/byblos.htm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The name originated from 'biblion', that is book. The word 'bible' is 
derived from the Greek 'ta b blia', which means 'the books'. Byblos 
is the oldest continuously inhabited city in the world. According to 
Phoenician tradition, Byblos was founded by the god El who 
surrounded his city with a wall. The massive Early Bronze Age city 

http://www.bidm-lda.com/byblos.htm
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walls (2800 B.C.) on the site reflect this early religious belief. Thus 
Byblos was considered, even by the ancient Phoenicians, to be a 
city of great antiquity. 

Yet Byblos was inhabited even earlier. About 7000 years ago a 
small fishing community settled there. Several monocellular huts 
with crushed limestone floors can be seen today on the site. 

Long before Greece and Rome, this ancient town was a powerful, 
independent city-state with its own kings, culture and flourishing trade. The 
kings of Byblos used hieroglyphics and adopted the Egyptian cartouche for 
their names and titles. Thus an alphabetic phonetic script was developed at 
Byblos, the precursor of our modern alphabet. The inscription on the 
sarcophagus of King Ahiram of Byblos (in the period 1200-1000 B.C.), 
presently in Beirut National Museum, is the earliest form of the Phoenician 
alphabet yet discovered. 

One of the earliest attempts at city planning was conceived in Byblos. The 
city was surrounded by a massive wall, a narrow winding street led from the 
center, secondary lanes branched off taking irregular paths among the 
houses. In 2800 B.C. a large temple was built to Baalat Gebal, the 'Lady of 
Byblos', the city goddess. Another temple was erected in 2700 B.C. to a 
male god, called the 'Temple en L', this large construction faces that of 

Baalat Gebal. 

  

During the Roman period large temples and civic 
buildings were built, a street colonnade surrounded 
the city. There are few remains of the Byzantine 
and Arab period. Byblos fell to the Crusaders in 
A.D. 1108. They came upon the large stones and 
granite columns of the Roman temples and public 
buildings and used them to build their castle and 
moat. 

Excavations over the past fifty years have made 
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Byblos one of the unique archeological sites in the world with a history that 
spans seven thousand years. 

The four main places of interest to visit in Byblos are the Castle, built by the 
Crusaders in the 12th and 13th centuries: the Egyptian temples, the earliest 
of which dates back to the 4th millennium: the Phoenician royal necropolis, 
and the Roman amphitheater. 

    

Historic Marks 

The ruins include the perimeter walls, the Temple of Baalat-Gebal 
(the goddess of the city), the Temple of the Obelisks and the royal 
tombs. There are also ruins dating from Roman times and the 
crusader castle and church. 

After 1200 BC, the Greeks named us "Phoenicia" in reference of 
coastal area. They gave the city its "Byblos" name ("papyrus" in 
Greek) after its importance in the papyrus trade. 

7.000 years ago, a small Neolithic fishing community settled along 
the store. Tools and weapons of this stone age period have been 
found in the site. 

About 3.000 BC, Canaanean Byblos had been considered as the 
most important center on the Eastern Mediterranean and had had 
very close ties with Egypt. 
Around 1.200 BC, the transcribers of Byblos developed an 

alphabetic phonetic script, the precedent 
of our modern alphabet. 

The city was considered a strategic 
emplacement in the Eastern 
Mediterranean by Assyrian, Babylonian 
and Persian who occupied it throughout 
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the first millenium BC. 
 
Byblos became Hellenic after Alexander the Great’s conquest and 
Greek was used as the language of the local intelligentsia. 
Residents of the city adopted Greek customs and culture, carried 
through the Roman era. 
 
Unlike the Romans who built large temples, baths and public 
buildings, the Byzantine (396-637 AD) and the Arab (637 AD) 
remains are scarce but the city was generally peaceful in this 
period. 

In 1104, Byblos fell to the Crusaders who came upon the Roman 
buildings. Under the Mamluk and Ottoman rule, the city became a 
small fishing town and its antique relics were gradually covered with 
dust. 

Dating from the 3rd, 2nd and 1st millennium, the remains of a City 
Gate, the Primitive Wall and the foundations of the L-Shaped 
Temple are among the oldest fortifications on the site. 

Traces of fire from the Amorite invasion are still visible on these 
monuments. 
 
Many of Byblos treasures are now found in the National Museum of 
Beirut, among them is the human figurines of bronze covered with 
gold leaf from the temple of the Obelisks, originally built on the top 
of L-Shaped Temple, or a mosaic from the reconstructed Roman 

Theater, built in 218. 

 

The site of Byblos retains also 9 Royal 
Tombs. The most important is that of 
King Ahiram, whose sarcophagus is one 
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of the masterpieces found in the National Museum. 

 

The ancient site was rediscovered in 1860 by the French writer and 
savant Ernest Renan. The home of Renan can still be found in 
Amchit, north of Byblos, where he lived in the 19th century. 

 

Byblos, 37 km north of Beirut, is a prosperous town today and is 
well prepared to welcome tourists with its hotels, beach resorts, 
restaurants and souvenir shops. 

 
The Baalat Gebal was also patroness of the shipmasters, which was 
appropriate for such an important shipping port as Byblos. Early trading 
connections between Egypt and Syria led to the identification of the two 
goddesses with each other.  
Like Asarte, Het-Hert was patroness of shipping, as well as mistress of 
women, fertility, and foreign countries. During Egypt's 12th Dynasty Byblos 
became an Egyptian dependency, paving the way for Astarte to be 
welcomed into the Egyptian pantheon as an Eye of Ra, protecting the King's 
chariot in battle. 

 
other objects as gifts to the temple, with the royal names inscribed in 
hieroglyphs. At the nearby Temple of Obelisks, hieroglyphs were also 
engraved on an obelisk erected in honor of the Lady of Byblos. This site has 
yielded over 1300 votive offerings, including many small obelisks, faience 
cats, hippopotami, dwarfs, images of Taweret, and human figures covered 
with gold leaf. 

The temple of the Baalat Gebal with its nearby 

sacred pool was in use for over 2000 years, until 

it was replaced with a Roman style building 

during the Roman Era. As early as the 5th and 

6th Dynasties, Egyptian kings sent vases and 
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The word Bible comes from the word Byblos. Near the end of the Roman 
Empire, Emperor Constantine wanted to immortalize himself so he used the 
information stored there to create Christianity, a religion that merged all the 
pagan religions and other religions all together and used the information as 
Scripture to start his religion. 

 
Lamy, Lucie. Egyptian Mysteries. Copyright 1981. Thames and Hudson Ltd. London, England. 

Leonard, George. The Silent Pulse. Copyright 1978. E.P. Dutton. New York, New York, U.S.A. 

Baines and Malek, Atlas of Ancient Egypt, 

Bleeker, C.J., Hathor and Thoth: Two Key Figures of Ancient Egyptian Religion, 

Nelson, Harold H., "Fragments of Egyptian Old Kingdom Stone Vases from Byblos, Berytus , vol. I, 1934, 

Geraldine Pinch: Votive Offerings to Hathor, Griffith Institute, c. 1993, 

Shaw and Nicholson, The Dictionary of Ancient Egypt, 

The Library of Greek Mythology by Robin Hard 
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Christian use of the term bible can be traced to ca. 223 CE.[5] The biblical scholar F.F. Bruce 
notes that Chrysostom appears to be the first writer (in his Homilies on Matthew, delivered 
between 386 and 388) to use the Greek phrase ta biblia ("the books") to describe both the Old 
and New Testaments together. 

 

 

Ask yourself is it really appropriate after what we just learned, to wrap Yahuah’s 

word in a filthy rag called “The Bible”.  “Scripture” does not have any bad baggage 

with it that I can find, although I would submit that only verses in Yah’s or 

Yahusha’s voice or dictation qualify for the term. 

 

 
 

The other issue I wanted to address is exactly what was written in the Greek for 

Yahuah’s Name and Yahusha.  It will surprise you. 

 

Let us look at what is known as “Divine Place Holders” or Nomina Sacra in Latin. 

 

Nomina Sacra 
Nomina Sacra (Sacred Name) identifies a highly technical debate This debate is 

so specialized that according to the footnotes in Bruce Metzger's Manuscripts of 
the Greek Bible, less than ten scholarly books have been devoted to the subject 

since the early part of this century. These few books are more frequently written 

in Latin and German than English. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_bible#cite_note-etymonline-bible-5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F.F._Bruce
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysostom
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The Nomina Sacra are contracted Greek words representing 15 frequently 

occurring names (or titles) in Scripture. The contraction was written with an 

overline. They are typically the first and last letter of the word and sometime a 

middle letter. These contractions occur in both the Septuagint papyri manuscripts 

and the Greek Christian Scripture papyri manuscripts. 

 

On page 36 of the book cited Metzger lists all 15 of the Nomina Sacra found in 

the entire Greek papyri collection, which includes the Septuagint. He reproduces 

them in their nominative (subject of the sentence) and genitive (possessive) forms 

as follows: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The Hebrew Scriptures present no unsolved dilemma; we can readily verify over 

6,000 instances in which  in any Septuagint text using Nomina Sacra was 
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translated from hwhy in the original Hebrew text. The travesty is we have also 

found the Tetragrammaton in the Septuagint from the BCE period! 
 

Tetragrammaton Found in Earliest Copies of the Septuagint 

Below are 2 examples of the Septuagint which is a 3rd to 2nd Century BCE Greek translation of 

the Hebrew Scriptures. The below fragments are evidence that the Septuagint originally 

contained the name Yahuah.  So it was not until after the 1st century that they decided they 

could not write these Hebrew letters? That should raise huge red flags! 

The first is an ancient fragment of the Septuagint dated between 50 BCE and 50 CE (AD). If 

this dating is correct, it would have been written near the time of Yahusha's. The name of this 

fragment is "Nahal Hever Minor Prophets" because they are fragments of Jonah, Micah, 

Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah and Zechariah found in the Nahal Hever cave, south of 

Qumran. The Tetragrammaton is indicated with the large black arrow.   

 

  

http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=septuagint
javascript:openit('nameexplanation.html')
javascript:openit('nameexplanation.html')
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Notice that the Tetragrammaton is written in the ancient Hebrew (Paleo-Hebrew) script. Here 

is another example of an ancient fragment of the Septuagint dating to the First Century CE 

(AD). This fragment contains parts Job 42: 

 

There are other early fragments that also contain the sacred name in like manner. According to 

scholars, no copies of the Septuagint dated before the mid-2nd century CE/AD 

substitutes the Tetragrammaton (Yahweh's name) with "Kyrios" (the Greek word Lord).   

Did you catch that!  They knew Yahuah’s name and used it up to the mid-2nd Century!  

So what good reason do we now have to say that the Greeks during the “New Testament” 

Christian era did not know or call on His name when it was right in the very Tanakh they had to 

read IN GREEK! What logical reason was there to keep it out of the Eye Witness accounts?! 

There are none!  It’s all a sham! Everyone knows it.  
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Here is some technical information for those of you who are ready to take a look at the Greek 

and check out this information. For those of you who think this will make your brain hurt, just 

cruise on down to the next spot until you are ready.  

Manuscripts dated between 50 and 300 CE 

The follow manuscripts are transcribed, but not translated, in Philip Comfort and David Barret’s book entitled 

The Text Of The Earliest NT Greek Manuscripts: 

List of Greek Nomina Sacra 

English Meaning Greek Word Nominative (Subject) Genitive (Possessive) 

God Θεός ΘΣ ΘΥ 

Lord Κύριος ΚΣ ΚΥ 

Jesus Ἰησοῦς ΙΣ ΙΥ 

Christ/Messiah Χριστός ΧΣ ΧΥ 

Son Υἱός ΥΣ ΥΥ 

Spirit/Ghost Πνεῦμα ΠΝΑ ΠΝΣ 

David Δαυὶδ ΔΑΔ 
 

Cross/Stake Σταυρός ΣΤΣ ΣΤΥ 

Mother Μήτηρ ΜΗΡ ΜΗΣ 

Mother of God Θεοτόκος ΘΚΣ ΘΚΥ 

Father Πατήρ ΠΗΡ ΠΡΣ 

Israel Ἰσραήλ ΙΗΛ 
 

Savior Σωτήρ ΣΗΡ ΣΡΣ 

Human being Ἄνθρωπος ΑΝΟΣ ΑΝΟΥ 

Jerusalem Ἱερουσαλήμ ΙΛΗΜ 
 

Heaven/Heavens Οὐρανός ΟΥΝΟΣ ΟΥΝΟΥ 

New Testament Greek manuscripts containing Nomina Sacra (100 AD 

- 300 AD)
[4]

 

Greek manuscript 
Manuscript 

date 
Nomina Sacra used 

1 (P. Oxy. 2) ~250 ΙΥ ΙΣ ΧΥ ΥΥ ΚΥ ΠΝΣ 

4 (Suppl. Gr. 1120) 150–225 ΘΣ ΘΥ ΚΥ ΚΣ ΠΝΙ ΠΝΟΣ ΠΝΑ ΧΣ ΙΥ ΙΣ 

5 (P. Oxy. 208 + 1781) ~250 ΙΗΝ ΙΗΣ ΠΡ ΠΡΑ ΠΡΣ ΘΥ 

9 (P. Oxy. 402) ~250 ΘΣ ΧΡΣ 

12 (P. Amherst. 3b) ~285 ΘΣ 

13 (P. Oxy. 657 + PSI 1292) 225–250 ΘΣ ΘΝ ΘΥ ΘΩ ΙΣ ΙΝ ΙΥ ΚΣ ΚΥ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxyrhynchus_Papyri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_Oxyrhynchus_208_%2B_1781
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_9
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_12
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_13
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_Oxyrhynchus_208_+_1781
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_9
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_12
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_13
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15 (P. Oxy. 1008) 200–300 ΚΩ ΚΥ ΧΥ ΑΝΩΝ ΑΝΩ ΠΝΑ ΘΝ ΚΜΟΥ 

16 (P. Oxy. 1009) 250–300 ΘΥ ΙΥ ΧΩ 

17 (P. Oxy. 1078) ~300 ΘΩ ΠΝΣ 

18 (P. Oxy. 1079) 250–300 ΙΗ ΧΡ ΘΩ 

20 (P. Oxy. 1171) 200–250 ΠΝΣ ΚΝ ΘΥ 

22 (P. Oxy. 1228) 200–250 ΠΣ ΠΝΑ ΠΡΣ ΠΡΑ ΙΗΣ ΑΝΟΣ 

24 (P. Oxy. 1230) ~300 ΠΝΑ ΘΥ 

27 (P. Oxy. 1395) 200–250 ΘΥ ΚΩ 

28 (P. Oxy. 1596) 255–300 ΙΣ ΙΝ 

29 (P. Oxy. 1597) 200–250 ΘΣ ΘΝ 

30 (P. Oxy. 1598) 200–250 ΚΥ ΚΝ ΘΩ ΙΗΥ 

32 (P. Rylands 5) 150–200 ΘΥ 

35 (PSI 1) ~300 ΚΣ ΚΥ 

37 (P. Mich. Inv. 1570) ~260 ΚΕ ΙΗΣ ΠΝΑ ΙΗΣΥ 

38 (P. Mich. Inv. 1571) ~225 ΧΡΝ ΠΝΑ ΚΥ ΙΗΝ ΙΗΥ ΠΝΤΑ 

39 (P. Oxy. 1780) 200–300 ΠΗΡ ΠΡΑ ΙΗΣ 

40 (P. Heidelberg G. 645) 200–300 ΘΣ ΘΥ ΘΝ ΙΥ ΧΩ ΧΥ 

45 (P. Chester Beatty I) ~250 
ΚΕ ΚΣ ΚΝ ΚΥ ΣΡΝΑΙ ΙΗ ΙΥ ΙΗΣ ΠΡ ΠΡΣ ΠΡΑ ΠΡΙ ΘΥ 

ΘΝ ΘΩ ΘΣ ΠΝΙ ΠΝΣ ΠΝΑ ΥΝ ΥΕ ΥΣ ΥΩ ΣΡΝ ΧΡ 

46 (P. Chester Beatty II 

+ P. Mich. Inv. 6238) 
175–225 

ΚΕ ΚΝ ΚΥ ΚΩ ΚΣ ΧΡΩ ΧΡΥ ΧΡΝ ΧΝ ΧΣ ΧΩ ΧΥ ΧΡΣ 

ΙΗΥ ΙΗΝ ΙΗΣ ΘΩ ΘΥ ΘΝ ΘΣ  

ΠΝΑ ΠΝΙ ΠΝΣ ΥΙΥ ΥΙΝ ΥΙΣ ΥΝ ΣΤΡΕΣ ΣΤΡΝ ΣΤΡΩ 

ΣΤΡΟΣ ΣΤΡΟΥ ΕΣΤΡΟΝ ΕΣΤΡΑΙ 

ΕΣΤΑΝ ΣΤΟΥ ΑΙΜΑ ΑΝΟΥ ΑΝΟΝ ΑΝΟΣ ΑΝΩΝ 

ΑΝΟΙΣ ΠΡΙ ΠΗΡ ΠΡΑ ΠΡΣ ΙΥ 

47 (P. Chester Beatty III) 200–300 ΘΥ ΘΣ ΘΝ ΘΩ ΑΘΝ ΚΣ ΚΕ ΚΥ ΕΣΤΡΩ ΠΝΑ ΧΥ ΠΡΣ 

48 (PSI 1165) 200–300 ΥΣ 

49 (P. Yale 415 + 531) 200–300 ΚΩ ΘΥ ΘΣ ΙΥ ΠΝ ΧΣ ΧΥ ΧΩ 

50 (P. Yal 1543) ~300 ΙΛΗΜ ΠΝΑ ΑΝΟΣ ΘΣ ΘΥ 

53 (P. Mich. inv. 6652) ~250 ΠΡΣ ΙΗΣ ΠΕΡ ΚΝ 

64 (Gr. 17) ~150 ΙΣ 

65 (PSI XIV 1373) ~250 ΧΥ ΘΣ 

66 (P. Bodmer II + 

Inv. Nr. 4274/4298 
150–200 

ΚΣ ΚΥ ΚΕ ΘΣ ΘΝ ΘΥ ΘΩ ΙΣ ΙΝ ΙΥ ΧΣ ΧΝ ΧΝ ΥΣ ΥΝ 

ΥΩ ΠΝΑ ΠΝΙ ΠΝΣ  

ΠΗΡ ΠΡΑ ΠΡΣ ΠΡΙ ΠΕΡ ΠΡΕΣ ΑΝΟΣ ΑΝΟΝ ΑΝΟΥ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_15
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_16
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_17
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_18
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_20
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_22
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_24
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_27
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_28
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_30
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_32
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_35
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_37
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_38
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_39
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_40
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_45
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chester_Beatty_Papyri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_46
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_47
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_48
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_49
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_50
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_53
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magdalen_papyrus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_65
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_66
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodmer_Papyri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_15
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_16
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_17
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_18
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_20
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_22
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_24
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_27
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_28
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_30
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_32
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_35
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_37
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_38
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_39
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_40
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_45
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_46
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_47
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_48
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_49
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_50
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_53
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magdalen_papyrus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_65
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_66
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ΑΝΩΝ ΑΝΩ ΑΝΟΙΣ ΑΝΟΥΣ 

ΣΡΩ ΣΡΟΝ ΣΡΟΥ ΣΡΘΗ ΣΡΑΤΕ ΣΡΩΣΩ ΕΣΡΑΝ ΕΣΡΘΗ 

69 (P. Oxy. 2383) ~200 ΙΗΝ 

70 (P. Oxy. 2384 + 

PSI Inv. CNR 419, 420) 
250–300 ΥΝ ΙΣ ΠΗΡ 

72 (P. Bodmer VII and VIII) 200–300 

ΙΥ ΙΗΥ ΙΗΝ ΧΡΥ ΧΡΝ ΧΡΣ ΧΡΩ ΘΥ ΘΣ ΘΝ ΘΩ ΠΡΣ 

ΠΑΡ ΠΤΡΑ ΠΡΙ ΠΝΣ  

ΠΝΑ ΠΝΑΙ ΠΝΙ ΠΝΤΙ ΚΥ ΚΣ ΚΝ ΚΩ ΑΝΟΙ 

75 (P. Bodmer XIV and XV) 175–225 

ΙΣ ΙΗΣ ΙΥ ΙΗΥ ΙΝ ΙΗΝ ΘΣ ΘΝ ΘΥ ΘΩ ΚΣ ΚΝ ΚΥ ΚΩ ΚΕ 

ΧΣ ΧΝ ΧΥ  

ΠΝΑ ΠΝΣ ΠΝΙ ΠΝΟΣ ΠΝΤΑ ΠΝΑΣΙ ΠΝΑΤΩΝ ΠΡΣ ΠΗΡ 

ΠΡΑ ΠΡΙ ΠΡΟΣ ΠΡ 

ΥΣ ΥΝ ΥΥ ΙΗΛ ΙΛΗΜ ΣΡΟΝ ΣΤΡΟΝ ΣΡΩΘΗΝΑΙ 

ΑΝΟΣ ΑΝΟΝ ΑΝΟΥ ΑΝΟΙ ΑΝΩΝ ΑΝΩ ΑΝΟΥΣ ΑΝΟΙΣ 

ΑΝΕ 

78 (P. Oxy 2684) 250–300 ΚΝ ΙΗΝ ΙΗΝ ΧΡΝ 

90 (P. Oxy 3523) 150–200 ΙΗΣ 

91 (P. Mil. Vogl. Inv. 1224 + P. 

Macquarie Inv. 360) 
~250 ΘΥ ΘΣ ΠΡΣ ΧΡΝ ΙΗΝ 

92 (P. Narmuthis 69.39a + 69.229a) ~300 ΧΡΩ ΚΥ ΘΥ 

100 (P. Oxy 4449) ~300 ΚΥ ΚΣ 

101 (P. Oxy 4401) 200–300 ΥΣ ΠΝΑ ΠΝΙ 

106 (P. Oxy 4445) 200–250 ΠΝΑ ΠΝΙ ΧΡΣ ΙΗΝ ΙΗΣ 

108 (P. Oxy 4447) 175–225 ΙΗΣ ΙΗΝ 

110 (P. Oxy. 4494) ~300 ΚΣ 

111 (P. Oxy 4495) 200–250 ΙΗΥ 

113 (P. Oxy. 4497) 200–250 ΠΝΙ 

114 (P. Oxy. 4498) 200–250 ΘΣ 

115 (P. Oxy. 4499) 225–275 
ΙΗΛ ΑΥΤΟΥ ΠΡΣ ΘΩ ΘΥ ΑΝΩΝ ΠΝΑ ΟΥΝΟΥ ΟΥΝΟΝ 

ΚΥ ΘΝ ΑΝΟΥ ΟΥΝΩ 

121 (P. Oxy. 4805) ~250 ΙΣ ΜΗΙ 

0162 (P. Oxy 847) ~300 ΙΗΣ ΙΣ ΠΡΣ 

0171 (PSI 2.124) ~300 ΚΣ ΙΗΣ 

0189 (P. Berlin 11765) ~200 ΑΝΟΣ ΠΝΑ ΚΥ ΚΩ ΙΛΗΜ ΘΩ ΙΣΗΛ 

0220 (MS 113) ~300 ΚΝ ΙΥ ΙΝ ΧΥ ΘΥ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_69
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_70
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_72
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_75
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_78
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_90
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_91
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_92
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_100
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_101
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_106
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_108
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_110
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_111
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_113
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_114
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_115
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_121
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncial_0162
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncial_0171
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncial_0189
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncial_0220
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_69
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_70
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_72
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_75
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_78
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_90
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_91
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_92
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_100
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_101
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_106
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_108
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_110
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_111
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_113
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_114
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_115
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_121
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List of Nomina Sacra/Divinia/Placeholders 

 ΚΣ, ΚΝ, ΚΥ, ΚΩ, ΚΕ – These placeholders are used for three things in the Greek Papyri and Codex’s 

mentioned. One, as a placeholder for Yahuah’s name, two, as a placeholder for the title Sovereign 

Master/Foundational One, and three, designating the Upright One, both of these final two being used as 

a title for Yahuah and Yahusha. ΚΣ is used when Yahuah/Sovereign Master/Upright One is in the Greek 

nominative case, ΚΝ is used when Yahuah/Sovereign Master/Upright One is in the Greek accusative 

case, ΚΥ is used when Yahuah/Sovereign Master/Upright One is in the Greek genitive case, ΚΩ is used 

when Yahuah/Sovereign Master/Upright One is in the Greek dative case, and ΚΕ is used when 

Yahuah/Sovereign Master/Upright One is in the Greek vocative case (a case of direct address.  

 

 ΙΣ/ΙΗΣ, ΙΝ/ΙΗΝ, ΙΥ/ΙΗΥ, ΙΗ – These placeholders are used for Yahusha’s name in the Greek Papyri and 

Codex’s mentioned. ΙΣ/ΙΗΣ are used when Yahusha is in the Greek nominative case, ΙΝ/ΙΗΝ are used 

when Yahusha is in the Greek accusative case, ΙΥ/ΙΗΥ are used when Yahusha is in the Greek genitive 

and dative cases, and ΙΗ is a special usage used in certain manuscripts, which will be referenced in the 

translation itself. 

 

 ΘΣ, ΘΝ, ΘΥ, ΘΩ – These placeholders are used for the word God in the Greek Papyri and Codex’s 

mentioned. ΘΣ is used when God is in the Greek nominative case, ΘΝ is used when God is in the Greek 

accusative case, ΘΥ is used when God is in the Greek genitive case, and ΘΩ is used when God is in the 

Greek dative case.  

 

 ΧΣ/ΧΡΣ, ΧΝ/ΧΡΝ, ΧΥ/ΧΡΥ, ΧΩ/ΧΡΩ, – These placeholders are used for the Word(s) Anointed 

One/Messiah in the Greek Papyri and Codex’s mentioned. ΧΣ/ΧΡΣ are used when Anointed 

One/Messiah is in the Greek nominative case, ΧΝ/ΧΡΝ are used when Anointed One/Messiah is in the 

Greek accusative case, ΧΥ/ΧΡΥ are used when Anointed One/Messiah is in the Greek genitive case, and 

ΧΩ/ΧΡΩ are used when Anointed One/Messiah is in the Greek dative case.  

 

 ΠΝΑ, ΠΝΣ, ΠΝΙ, ΠΝΤΙ – These placeholders are used for the word Spirit in the Greek Papyri and 

Codex’s mentioned.  

 ΥΣ/ΥΙΣ, ΥΝ/ΥΙΝ, ΥΥ/ΥΙΥ, ΥΩ – These placeholders are used for the word Son in the Greek Papyri and 

Codex’s mentioned. ΥΣ/ΥΙΣ are used when Son is in the Greek nominative case, ΥΝ/ΥΙΝ are used when 

Son is in the Greek accusative case, ΥΥ/ΥΙΥ are used when Son is in the Greek genitive case, and ΥΩ is 

used when Son is in the Greek dative case.  

 

 ΑΝΩΣ, ΑΝΩΝ, ΑΝΟΙ, ΑΝΟΝ, ΑΘΝ, ΑΝΟΙΣ – These placeholders are used for the word Man or Men in 

the Greek Papyri and Codex’s mentioned.  
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 ΣΤΡΩ, ΣΤΟΥ, ΕΣΤΡΑΙ, ΕΣΤΡΑΣ, ΕΣΤΑΝ, ΣΤΡΟΥ, ΕΣΤΡΘΗ, ΕΣΤΡΩ, ΣΤΡΕΣ, ΣΤΡΝ – These 

placeholders are used for the words upright stake or crucified in the Greek Papyri and Codex’s 

mentioned.  

Other Nomina Sacra 

Due to the prevalence of the placeholders/Nomina Sacra/Divinia mentioned above that appear throughout the 

Greek Manuscripts of the Renewed Covenant, it was only a matter of time until other Greek words/titles would 

be included in the list of Nomina Sacra, but their usage is very sporadic and inconsistent compared with the 

ones mentioned above, so they only happen in a select few of the Greek Manuscripts of the Eye Witness 

Accounts. They are as follows: 

 ΠΡ/ΠΗΡ, ΠΡΣ, ΠΡΙ, ΠΡΑ, ΠΑΡ – These placeholders are used for the Greek word Πατερ which means 

Father in Greek. This placeholder is sometimes used, but never with any consistency.  

 

 ΙΗΛ/ΙΣΗΛ – These placeholders are used for the Greek transliteration of the name Israel. 
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http://tetragrammaton.org/tetrapdxj.html 

The reconstructed Hexapla 

Throughout his lifetime, Origen did extensive work on the Septuagint, producing several variations of a similar 

study. The most complete, however, was the Hexapla in which he compared the Septuagint with three parallel 

Greek translations of the Hebrew Scriptures. The work was organized in six columns.
[1]

 (The name Hexapla is 

derived from hex- meaning six.) The columns were arranged as follows: In the first column (headed The 

Hebrew), Origen wrote the verse in Hebrew characters as it appeared in the Hebrew Scriptures. This column 

was written from right to left. In a second column (headed "ÔEbr," with the full heading translated as The 
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Hebrew [in] Greek Letters), the Hebrew words were transliterated with Greek letters. The second column has 

no meaning as written Greek, but the letters could be read to reproduce the Hebrew pronunciation of the words. 

(Since written Hebrew during Origen's day had no vowel markings, only a fluent speaker of Hebrew could read 

the characters with proper pronunciation. Thus, the Greek transliteration column provided the vowel 

pronunciation for a Gentile reading the Hebrew characters.) This column read from left to right as Greek is 

normally written. In the remaining four columns, Origen reproduced four Greek versions of the Hebrew 

Scriptures. The first version was by Aquila in the column headed "ÔA." The second was a translation by 

Symmachus in the column headed "S." The third was the Septuagint in the column headed "OV." The fourth 

column contained a version by Theodotion in the column headed "Q." A final column was occasionally used for 

variants or notations concerning any one of the versions, though it is not counted as a true column. Figure 11 is 

a typeset reproduction of the actual arrangement of the original Hexapla. Note that each row represents a word-

by-word transcription of the entire Hebrew Scripture text. The original Hexapla is thought to have consisted of 

nearly fifty volumes, with each volume in the form of a scroll equivalent in length to a Gospel or the book of 

Acts. 

[1] See Aid to Bible Understanding, page 386. 

    Each of the three supplementary versions represented a unique translation style. Aquila's translation, made in 

the first half of the second century C.E, was extremely literal. Symmachus' translation, made in the later second 

century C.E., was more free. Theodotion's work, also made in the second century C.E., was a free revision of 

the Septuagint. 

    The Hexapla was the crowning work of Origen's life, yet nothing is known of its destruction. In all 

likelihood, the original was the only complete copy ever made. From the writings of Eusebius
[2]

 and others, we 

know that the original was housed in a library at Caesarea for many years, where it was probably destroyed in 

653 C.E. when Caesarea was burned by the Saracens (Arabs). 

    The original Hexapla has been entirely lost. Furthermore, because it was apparently never reproduced in its 

entirety while it was still housed in the library at Caesarea, copies of complete portions do not exist today. 

However, because the Hexapla was so widely quoted by others before its destruction, substantial—though 

fragmentary—portions can be found scattered throughout the writings of the early patristics. Fortunately, a copy 

of the corrected Septuagint column which was made by Eusebius and Pamphilus has survived 
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Excerpt From Craig Winn’s Questioning Paul Chapter 1 

http://questioningpaul.com/Questioning_Paul-Galatians-01-Chrestus-

Useful_Implement.Paul 

 

Often overlooked, four of the most common Divine Placeholders for Yah’s names 
and titles were used in this passage. The ΧΡΥ, ΙΝΥ, ΘΥ, and ΠΡΑ represent: 
"Messiyah, the Implement of Yah," "Yahusha," meaning "Yah Saves," "Yahuah," or 
"Elohym-God," and His favorite title "’Ab-Father," based upon the first word in the 
Hebrew lexicon. 

Examples of placeholders not used in this particular verse, but ubiquitous 
throughout the rest of the Eyewitness Accounts, and universally found in every first-, 
second-, third-, and early fourth-century Greek manuscript, describe the "Ruwach-
Spirit," the "’Edon-Upright One," and the "Upright Pillar." And Placeholders for "Mother" 
and "Son," like "Father" are also common, but not universal. 

While codices dating to the first three centuries differ somewhat among themselves, 
and differ significantly from those composed after the influence of General 
Constantine, the use of Divine Placeholders is the lone exception to scribal variation 
among the early manuscripts. These symbols for Yah’s name and titles are universally 
found on every page of every extant codex written within 300 years of Yahusha’s day, 
without exception. But, nonetheless, they are universally ignored by Christian 
translators, writers, and preachers….The very fact that these placeholders are found 
on all of the more than one-hundred manuscripts unearthed prior to the mid fourth-
century, tells us that it wasn’t a regional or scribal choice. Instead, they convey 
something so profoundly important that they were purposefully inscribed throughout 
the original autographs—in the texts penned by the authors of the Eye Witness 
Accounts. 

http://questioningpaul.com/Questioning_Paul-Galatians-01-Chrestus-Useful_Implement.Paul
http://questioningpaul.com/Questioning_Paul-Galatians-01-Chrestus-Useful_Implement.Paul
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And so while these manuscripts all differ from one another with regard to their 
wording; the only constant is the one thing every translator has ignored. There isn’t 
even a footnote in any of our English translations indicating that these Divine 
Placeholders were universally depicted in all of the oldest manuscripts, including the 
codices Sinaiticus and Vaticanus. As a result, Christians do not know that these 
symbols existed, much less that they were later replaced by translators, substituting 
the very names and titles which would have been written out by the original authors 
had they been intended. 

Kappa Sigma and Kappa Upsilon, in capital letters with a line over them, were used 
to convey Yahuah’s name and Yahusha’s "Upright One" title, even though every 
English bible replaces these symbols with "Lord." The fact Kappa Sigma conveys 
"Yahuah," the preponderance of the time it is used, is something I discovered when 
translating Greek quotations of Hebrew passages cited by Yahusha and His apostles 
in the Eye Witness Accounts. 

This obvious conclusion has been reaffirmed recently by the publication of early 
Septuagint manuscripts. In them we find a transition from writing Yahuah’s name in 
paleo-Hebrew in the midst of the Greek text throughout the first and second centuries, 
to using the symbolism of Kappa Sigma to represent Yahuah’s name beginning in the 
third-century. So, we now know for certain, what seemed perfectly obvious: the Divine 
Placeholders ΚΣ and ΚΥ were used to designate Yahuah’s name in a language whose 
alphabet could not replicate its sounds. 

Also by finding "Yahuah" written in paleo-Hebrew in the oldest Greek manuscripts of 
the Covenant Scriptures, especially in those dating to the first and second centuries 
BCE and CE, we have an interesting affirmation that my initial rationale regarding the 
Divine Placeholders was accurate. Yahuah’s name can’t be accurately transliterated 
using the Greek alphabet, so to avoid a mispronunciation, the Hebrew alphabet was 
initially used, and then, after Hebrew became a dead language, Greek symbolism was 
substituted. 

Moving on, the placeholders Iota Epsilon (ΙΗ), Iota Epsilon Nu (ΙΗΝ), Iota Sigma 
(ΙΣ), Iota Epsilon Sigma (ΙΗΣ), Iota Upsilon (ΙΥ), and Iota Nu (ΙΝ) were used to convey 
Yahusha’s name every time it is found in the Eyewitness Accounts. And that means 
that there is absolutely no basis whatsoever for the 17th-century corruption written as 
"Jesus." Beyond the fact that there is no "J" sound or letter in the Hebrew, Greek, 
Aramaic, or Latin languages, "Jesus" isn’t an accurate transliteration of Iesou, Iesous, 
or Iesoun—which were conceived as a result of Greek gender and grammar rules. 

But most importantly, none of these names was ever written 
in the Greek text—not once, not ever. It is therefore inappropriate to 

transliterate something (to reproduce the pronunciation in the alphabet of a different 
language) which isn’t present in the text. So the name "Jesus" is a colossal fraud 
purposely promoted by religious leaders desirous of separating Yahusha from Yahuah, 
and the Torah from the Healing and Beneficial Message. 
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I hope this has intrigued you to go out and do deeper searches of different 

Scriptures, really keep digging and answer every question that pops up.  I 

hope that you can see the deception on every level and why it’s important 

that you sort this out. Just as I have been saying over and over, the Clergy 

of today KNOW this information. When they play dumb, they are playing you 

for a fool. 

 

Every question answered is another rock cemented in trust that we can stand 

on!  Praise Yah! 

 
 


